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Studies in j
WRITING 7 RHETORIC

In 1980, the Conferenee on College Composition and Communica-
tion perceived a need fin- providing publishing opportunities for
monographs that were too long for publication in its journal and too
short for the typical scholarly books published by The National
Council ofTeachers-olEnglish:The Studies in Writing-and Rhetoric
series was conceived, and a Publications Committee established.

Monographs to be considered for publication may be speculative,
theoretical, historical, analytical, or empirical studies; or other
works contributing to a better understanding of composition and
communication, including interdisciplinary studies or studies in re-
lated disciplines. The SWR series will exclude textbooks, unrevised
dissertations, book-length manuscripts, course syllabi, lesson plans,
and collections of previously published material.

Any teacher-writer interested in submitting a work fur publica-
tion in this series should submit either a prospectus and sample
manuscript or a full manuscript to the NOTE Director of Publica-
tions, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801. Accompanied by sample
manuscript, a prospectus should contain a rationale, a definition of
readership within the CCCC constituency, comparison with related
extant publications, a tentative table of contents, an estimate of
length in double-spaced 81/2 x 11 sheets, and the date by which hill
manuscript can he expected. Manuscripts should be in the range of
100 to 170 typed manuscript pages.

The present work serves as a model fin- future SWR monographs.

Paul O'Dea
NCTE Director of Publications
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Foreword
Lee Odell

What do we need to find out when we evaluate a writing program?
How do we determine whether a program is all that it should be
On the face oft, the answer seems simple enough. %tit. need to know
whether student writing is improving, whether students at the end
of a course (or series of courses) are writing better than they were at
the beginning. 1. determine whether student writing has improved,
what we need to do is compare writing students did early in the pro-

iira with writing they did later in the program.
This sort of comparison does provide inhumation Dia sort that, at

one time might have seemed quite adequate. However. as we read
Evaluating College Writifig Programs, it becomes clear that we may
no longer assume that evaluating student writing is the same thing
as evaluating a composition program. As Witte and nigley point
out, a writing program is much more than a collection of student
papers. It is a complex set of interrelated activities that exist in an
even more complex set of scholarly, institutional, and interpersonal
contexts. To evaluate a writing program, we must answer a number
of questions, only one of which pertains to the improvement of stu-
dent writing.

Do We, in fart, have a writing program? Many composition pro-
grams are stalled by a wide range of faculty -- part -time' instructors,
graduate students, faculty whose principal scholarly in-
terest may or may not be composition. Consequently, we need to
ask: "Do thew faculty share any common assumptions concerning

8
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the teaching of composition? Are dame assumptions relivttvd in

their assignments. evaluative procedures. teaching procedures. and

course content?
If we do hare a writing program. how Ntale will it pime ores

time? What are the forcese.g., administrative decisions. changes

in student population- -that are likely to influence faculty morale

and/or performance?
ls the program likely to hare any long-term influence t students'

writine_D students leave the program with increased confidence

in their ability? 1)11 they find any connection between the writing

they did for their composition course and the writing they do for
other courses? Indeed. do they atilt:illy write for other courses or is

the composition program some sort ofoasis/anomaly?

This list of questions is neither exhaustive nor arbitrary. As Witte
and Faigley make clear. we are just vghining to im(h.rstaild the

kinds of issues writing program evaluators must consider. iden-

tify these issues. Witte and higley review four major evaluation'
studies, asking about each a series of questions that apply to every

aspect of theory. pedagogy, and research ll'hat do we presently
know? What assumptions are we making and how do those assump-

tions limit our knowledge? Are those limitations necessary or desir-

able? What do we still need to know?
By asking such basic questions as these. %%lite and Fait:ley will

not make life any easier l'or program evaluators. \Vitti' and Faigley

make it clear that we cannot evade certain questions if we want to

claim we 1110,4: evaluated a writing tioigratii. let even as they help

its see new questions. they also help us understand the conceptual
framework that makes these questions important and thy promises

to enable iis to answer these questions.
Perhaps more important. Witte and Faigley's work lets the Pub-

lication Committee of Studies in 1Vriting and Rhetoric articulate

one dour main concerns. At. present. it could easily be argued that

many composition programs do not represent a discipline but rather

are an ad hoc response to.the current literacy crisis. establish

beyond question the authenticity of composition as a discipline.

we must have some agreement about theory. methodology. and the

kinds of questions that are worth asking. \Ve hope that the \im.
and Faigley textand. indeed. all the titles in till., serieswill help

9
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us work toward that agreement and, ultimately, toward the estab-
lishment of composition as a discipline.

Troy, New York
January 1983

4,1
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1

The State of the Art of
Evaluating Writing Programs

1. 1.' The Need for Evaluation

"OCTOBER," MARK TWAIN IS REPORTED TO HAVE SAID, -IS ONE
of the peculiarly dangerous months to speculate in stocks. Others
are July, January, September, April, November, May, March, June,
December, August and February." The same could he said about the
evaluation of college writing programs. Nevertheless, whether by
choice or circumstance, most composition specialists eventually par-
ticipate in an evaluation of a writing program, gathering and inter-
preting pieces of information that will contribute to decisions about
the program or particular courses in it. From the conceptionof an
evaluation, from the planning stage to the final report, the evaluator
pf college writing programs must confront a variety of difficult ques-
tions. Among these questions are the following: What purposes will
the evaluation serve? Should the person(s) charged with evaluating
a writing course or program be directly associated with it? What will
be the basis or bases of judgments about the program? Will teach-
ers' testimonials 1w accepted as evidence of the program's effective-
ness? How will the dgferent evaluation data be relied upon in judg-
ments about the progrtm? Will student performance or achievement
be considered the most important source of evaluation data? If mea-
sures of student performance are deemed acceptable as. sources of
evaluation data, how will those measures be administered? Will the
methods and the procedures of the evaluation affect the normal pat-
tern of learning? Should the evaluator know the expected outcomes

14



2 Evaluating College Writing Programs

of the program in advance of the evaluation? Are quantitative or
qualitative methods to be used, or are both to be used? Which will
be weighted most heavily? Are attitudinal and affective changes in
students as well as cognitive ones to be measured? Are the instru-
ments for doing so valid and reliable? Are sufficient funds going to
he made available to carry out the evaluatiOn?

A lthough evaluations of writing programs are carried out each
year in many colleges and universities across the country. the litera-
ture on compisition research is with but kw exceptions silent on
how to answer questions such as the ones we have posed. This is not
to say that no body of scholarship addresses evaluation. To the con-
trary, even a hastily conducted library search will turn up numerous
books and articles addressing the philosophical' and practical is-
sues of evaluation. Only recently, however, have composition spe-
cialists begun to recognize the importance and the complexity of
evaluating an entire writing program, to realize that evaluating at

college writing program involves much more than assessing the writ-
ten products of students at the beginning and the ending ofa term.
Major efibrts toward improving evaluation, however. are being made
by Richard Larson's Conference on College Composition and Com-
munication Committee on Teaching and Its Evaluation in Composi-
tion,' the bay Area Writing Project.' and the Writing Program As-
sessment Project at The University of Texas at Austin.' Groups such
as these have begun to explore some of he many crucial questions
associated with the evaluation of college writing programs. Yet the
literature on composition research gives would-be evaluators very
little to guide them through the maze of philosophical, theoretical,
and methodological problems.

Evaluation research is usually lumped together with pedagogical
research under the more general rubric of applied research. Unlike
basic research, where the emphasis is on the generation of new
knowledge for its own sake, applied research strives to put knowl-
edge to use in practical situations. In part because of its concern for
the pragmatic, pedagogical research in general and evaluation re-
search in particular are sometimes viewed as poor second cousins to
the important basic research in most disciplines. Research in writ-
ing is no exception. Some researchers have called fir what amounts
to a moratorium on applic..; research until more basic questions about
writing have been explored.'

In spite of its lack ofprestige, applied research in writing is likely to
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continue. Pedagogical research takes as its goal the development and
testing of effective composition curricula and instructional methods.
and evaluation research.takes as its goal the justification of curricula
and instruction. In a discipline cmmitted to the teaching of writ-
ing, certainly both goals are impor;ant. Yet pedagogical and evalua-
tion research are, and will continue to be, important for two other
reasons: (1) they can identify significant questions for basic research,
and (2) they can provide some measure of accountability for a proles-
sim becoming increasingly more accountable to agencies beyond its
control.

At the time of the publication of Braddock, Lloyd- Jones, and
Schocr's Research in Written Composition in 1963,7 research in writ-
ing was almost exclusively concerned with pedagogy, with how best
to teach students to write. In the nearly two decades which have
followed, composition research has diversified considerably, with a
great body of basic research appearing on discourse theory, compos-
ing, and writing development. Often overlooked, however, is how
much of this basic research has been inspired by pedagogical re-
search. The most obvious example of how pedagogical research can
influence basic research in composition is the work of Rohman and
Wlecke in the early 1960s." Their study was designed and executed
as a pedagogical experiment in which the writing of two treatment
groups was compared in order to evaluate one pedagogical treat-
ment against the other. Ironically, the Rohman and Wlecke study
opened up the composing process as an area of investigation. The
influence of their study on basic research in writing has been con-
siderable, even though their three-stage linear model of compos-
ingprewriting, writing, and rewritinghas been dismissed. More
recently, pedagogical studies of the effects of sentence combining
have led to speculations about the cognitive processes associated
with writing development and have focused more attention on units
of discourse above the sentence level.'

Apart from comparing the effectiveness of instructional methods
and curricula and generating basic research questions, the most
obvious reason for continuing evaluation research is that public in-
stitutions in a democracy are accountable to the public. Account-
ability of writing programs has become a much more prominent is-
sue in the aftermath of the "literacy crisis" of the 197Qs. Based on
the results of several national surveys of language abilitiessuch as
those conducted under the auspices of the National Assessment of

16



4 Evaluating College Writing Prograins

Educational Progress (NAP:rillmany itrticles in the popular press
and many broadcasts and telecasts during the past decade reported
that writing abilities are declining at all educational levels. Although
these articles have proffered a number of reasons for the decline,
most echo the conclusion of the widely quoted Newsweek article,
"Why Johnny Can't Write": "the U.S. educational system is spawn-
ing a generation of semiliterates.""

In response to the "literacy crisis." many colleges and universities
have inserted new requirements into their curricula and developed
new programs tiff teaching writing;t2 and private and federal agen-
cies have supported several recent attempts to make college writing
instruction more effective. Whether these innovations are indeed
improving the writing abilities of college students and whether they

are in fact better than older methods remains very much in doubt,
primarily because neither evaluation theory nor practice has ade-
quately accommodated the discipline-specific needs of writing pro-

. grams and courses. Not to advance discipline-specific theories and
practices of evaluation may have the effect of stripping the profes-
sion of the one means it has fin- demonstrating the usefulness of its

own solutions to the so-called literacy crisis. If we as composition
teachers and researchers do not develop our own models firr evalu-
ating our writing programs, others will surely do it for us.

The purpose. of the present monograph is to set out a theoretical
framework fOr evaluating college writing programs. We do not pro-
pose solutions to the many problems associated with evaluation.
Rather, we intend this framework to be used to generate the kinds
of questions that will lead to comprehensive evaluations. We are
intentionally pluralistic and eclectic, drawing on many sources in
constructing this framework. lb the extent that our monograph will
help persons interested in evaluation to understand better the com-
plex and dynamic nature of college writing programs, our effOrts will
be worthwhile.

1. 2. Two Dominant Approaches to Writing Program
Evaluation

It is curious that so little has been written on the theory of writing
program evaluation. A vast literature on evaluation exists for other
disciplines, and issues concerning evaluation date back as far as col-
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The State of the Art 5

lege writing courses themselves. Even before the turn of the cen-
tury. inferences about the effectiveness of instruction were made on
the basis of writing samples." And today, many judgments are made
about the effectiveness of writing .programs on the basis of limited
evidence, such as the year-to-year scores on exit examinations from
writing course's. Even though many writing program directors be
lieve that such measure's do not adequately reflect the complex mis-
sion of writing programs, their frustration has brought few efibrts to
amend the situation.

If there is no developed body of theory for writing program evalua-
tion, writing programs are nevertheless evaluated with some fre-
quency using one of two approaches. The first and most common
approach is the expert-opinion approach. The usual procedure in
this approach is for an "expert- to visit a writing program and then
judge its merits. The evaluation depends heavily on the expert's im-
pressions tund knowledge, thus making the evaluator central in the
evaluation of the program. This approach is an extension if non-
programmatic evaluations routinely conducted in colleges and uni-
versities. In such nonprogrammatic evaluations, teachers of writing
are called upon to evaluate students, colleagues, courses, textbooks.
curricula, departments, and administrators.

In spite of its widespread use, we refrain from calling the expert-
opinion approach a model for evaluation. Even though the expert-
opinion approach seems to provide the basis of the Council for Writ-
ing Program Administrators' fbrays into evaluation. we have been
able to find very few accessible documents describing either in-
stances or rationales for this approach. In one such document, the
WPA Board of Consultant Evaluators lists a series of questions capa-
ble of generating descriptions of many components of writing pro-
grams. However, the NVPA 'board never indicates how the resultant
descriptions should figur... i arogram evaluations. The W'PA Board
apparently sees no distinctrm between description and evaluation:
while it offers its set of que!tions as **a tool that WPAs and their col-
leagues may find useful 11,1 reviewing their programs' goals, needs,
and procedures,- it provides no guidance for arriving at evaluative
judgments."

In practice, the expert-opinion approach varies a great deal from
evaluator to evaluator, from site to site. In some locations evaluators
collect descriptionsin the form of course descriptions and syllabi
--of the program being evaluated; in others they do not. In some

18



6 Kvaluating College Writing Programs

locations evaluators talk to teachers and students: in others they do
not. In some locations evaluators visit classes: in others they do not.
In sonic locations evaluators examine student papers: in others they
do not. The only chinnum denominator seems to be the presence of
an -expert," the definition of which is as obscure as the approach
itself.

If we cannot construct a model for the expert-opinion approach,
we can identify sonic or its 'underlying assumptions. First, as Gard-
ner and Ilouse both urge," the principal assumption is that the best
evaluator is an expert on the thing or activity being evaluated.
This assumption, however valid it may appear on the surface, is
open to question. In the evaluation of writing programs, a good
deal hangs on one's identification of -expert." is an expert evaluator
of a writing program someone who is acknowledged as an effective
teacher of wilting? Is an expert someone who has successfully di-
rected a writing program in another setting? Is an expert someone
who is a member of this or that professional group? is an expert some-
one who has written textbooks tar college writing classes? Is an ex-
pert someone who understands and contributes regularly to the de-
velopment of new knowledge in the field? Is an expert someone who
espouses a particular theory of writing, or curriculum, or instruc-
tion? The inherent weakness of this underlying assumption is that
very few experts tend to be knowledgeable in all areas of writing
programs.

A second assumption, namely, that the criteria upon which judg-
ments are made are appropriate, derives from the first assumption.
This second assumption runs contrary to the nature of expertise since
expert judgments are likely to be colored by the particular area of
expertise. Someone who is an expert in organizational theory may
be able to make valid judgments about the effectiveness of the ad-
ministrative structure of the writing program but be incapable of
making valid judgments about the appropriateness of a specific cur-
ricular component. Similarly, a textbook writer may he a responsi-
ble judge of the organization and presentation of text materials but
not have the expertise required to make judgments about the suit-
ability of the text materials to the institution's goals. In all possible
approaches to writing program evaluation. but especially in the
expert-opinion approach, Kenneth Burke's reminder that a way of
seeing is also a way of not seeing seems apropos.

19
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The state of the Art 7

A third assumption of the expert-opinion approach emanates from
the firsttwo: that the expert or experts selected to evaluate the pro-
gram are capable of processing all of the relevant evaluation data in
order to make judgments based on those data. There is considerable
evidence that experts why share the same background knowledge
combine data in different ways to arrive at sometime.% disparate judg-
ments.'" In addition.. expert-opinion evaluations rarely acknowledge
principles of sample selections or generalizabilit when considering
evidence. nor do they make use of qualitative methods of evalua-
tions because -experts- in writing seldom are trained in these areas.

As a consequence of these assumptions. the expert-opinion ap-
proach to writing program evaluation is largely atheoretical, making
any evaluation model impossible to extrapolate. In some instances,
experts have perhaps given sound evaluations of writing programs.
But ,.xperts have also been used to make programs appear better
than they are or to delay unfavorable administrative decisions. Since
the results of expert-opinion evaluations usually are not published
or presented at professional inectiisgs. there have been no advances
in this approach en .1 the years. All is dependent upon the knowl-
edge, biases, commitment, and sensitivity of the evaluator.

The second dominant approacha quantitative one which typi-
cally uses pretest-posttest designsalso lacksan articulated theoreti-
cal basis. The quantitative approach, however, differs significantly
from the expert-opinion approach in several ways. The evaluator is
not at the center of the evaluation. Instead of relying on subjective
impressions, an evaluator seeks objectivity in quantitative measures
which can be used across evaluation settings. Quantitative evalua-
tions are frequently published, allowing other researchers to exam-
ine' their assumptions. methodologies, and results. Researchers have
attempted to learn from other researchers in order to refine their
research designs and produres.

While there is no articulated model for conducting quantitative
evaluations of writing programs, we believe such a model exists and
has infrmed sonic major pretest-postteSt studies of writing pro-
grams during the past two decades. In the next chapter, we extrapo-
late that model.

20



2

The Quantitative Model of
Writing Program Evaluation

IN CHAPTER 1 WE ARGUED THAT THERE HAVE BEEN TWO Domi-
nant approaches to writing program evaluationthe expert-opinion
approach, which is an ad hoc response to the need for evaluation,
and the pretest-posttest approach, which' is based on an unarticu-
lated model for writing program evaluation. In this chapter, we will
examine that unarticulated model by review :fig }our major pretest-
posttest evaluation studies: the University of Northern Iowa study,
the University of California San Diego study, the Miami University
study, and the University of Texas study. We might have chosen
other studies as well, but these four serve to raise the most impor-
tant issues evaluators must face. The four studies fkus in different
ways on two related questions: Does college writing instruction
positively affect the development of writing abilities? and Is one
type of composition instruction more effective than another? To-
gether these studies point to the need to accommodate the large
number of curricular, instructional, and contextual variables of' col-
lege writing programs in in, evaluation design.

II, 1. The University of-Northern Iowa Study

Most evaluations of college writing instruction have addressed
the issue of whether one kind of writing instruction is more effective
than another. One exception is the study conducted at. the Univer-
sity of Northern Iowa by Ross M. Jewell, John Cowley, and Gordon

21



The Quantitative Model 9

Mum.' The Northern Iowa study sought an answer to the broader
question, Does any kind of college writing instruction make a dif-
ference in the writing abilities of college students? We chose to ex-
amine this study because it illustrates two problems that frequently
appear in evaluations of writing programs and courses: (1) the fail-
ure to understand and accommodate differences behveen coposi-
tion courses, and (2) the failure to recognize and control differences
between noncomposition courses of study.

II. I. I. The Design and Results of the Northern Iowa Study
The Northern Iowa study paired 2,080 freshmen enrolled :it five

different universities in the fall of 1964. The paired students were
matched on the basis of sex, A(:T or SAT score, a theme wort:, and a
'score indicative of combined performance on the Cooperative En-
glish Tests: English Expression (COOP) and the College Entrance
Examination Board English Composition Test (CEEB). One mem-
ber of the 1,040 pairs took courses in writing and in other academic
subjects while the other member took courses in other subjects only.

Jewell, Cowley, and Rhu report that three teststhe COOP,
the CEEB, anf!.a themewere administered to the students in the
study at fimr different times, once near the beginning of their col-
lege careers and once at the end of the first, second, and thurth se-
mesters of study. The COOP and the CEEB, which are both objec-
tive tests, were scored according to the publishers' guidelines; and
the themes were rated by Educational Testing Service personnel
using the procedures then employed by ETS.2 The analyses per-
formed on the Northern Iowa data generally indicated that at the
end of the first two semesters, the students who were enrolled in
composition performed better than their paired counterparts who
were not. However, by the end of the fburth semester, students
who had received no formal instruction in college-level writing per-
formed as well as those students who had received writing instruc-
tion as freshmen. Jewell and his colleagues thus concluded that
freshman composition teaches writing skills that develop naturally,
but at some later point in the student's academic career.

II. 1. 2. A Critique of the Northern Iowa Study
The Northern Iowa study has suggested to many that teaching

courses in freshman writing is pointless, a conclusion which Jewell,
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Cowley, and Rhum did not themselves draw. Net the study does sug-

gest that courses in freshman composition may he of limited value.

But even that tentative conclusion may be questioned. given the
design of the study and some of the assumptions which underlie the

design.
Although impressively complex and ambitious, the Northern

Iowa study has a number of flaws in its design. These flaws resulted
primarily from two assumptions the Northern Iowa investigators
made prior to collecting the data on which their analyses- were
based. Both assumptions concerned the nature of the writing pro-
grams at the five participating universities. First, the investigators
failed to acknowledge in their research design diflerences among
the five programs. even though their descriptions (see pp. 2.3-2-11 of

the five composition programs indicate that considerable variation

among the programs existed. both in terms orcontent- (their term)
and in terms of the amount and kinds of writing the students did.
Indeed, the "composition program at one participating univer-
sityThe University of Iowawas quite unlike any of the other
programs. Second. the investigators did not attend to differences in
instructional methods used in the various programs or by individual

teachers within a particular composition program. These two as-
sumptions led the Northern Iowa investigators to ignore differences

in curriculum, student populations. program and course goals or ob-

jectives, and instructional methods.
The Northern Iowa evaluation also assumed that all noncomposi-

tion instruction which either group of students received was un-
differentiated. both within and across the five institutions. That is to

say, the investigators assumed that taking a course of study in chem-

istry affects the development of writing abilities no xlifferently than
taking a course of study in art history or literature. However. an al-

ternative assumptionthat different courses of study had different
effects on students' writing abilities --is perhaps the more plausible

one. For example, students,enrolled in an engineering degree pro-
gram probably did considerably less reading and less writing during
their first two academic years than did students enrolled in a pro-

gram leading to a degree in history. Jewell, Cowley, and Rhum re-
mained silent about three important matters embedded in their sec-
ond assumption: the nature of' the degree programs in which the
students were enrolled, how these degree programs may have dif-
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fered m promoting language skills, and the distribution of individual
subjects and of paired subjects in the different courses of study within
and across the five universities.

The investigators' failure to explore these assumptions and their
failure to control the variables these assumptions ignore make
the results of their comparisons difficult to interpret. If the 1.010
matched pairs fOrmed at the beginning of the study had rem aine d in
the study for the full two years, these assumptions would he less
problematic than they are, and the influence of particular instruc-
tional programs, whether in composition or in other disciplines, on
the results might have been less. By the end of the first semester.
however, the 1,040 pairs were reduced through attrition to 597 pairs:
by the end of the second semester. to 365 pairs: and by the end of
the fourth semester, to 122 pairs, slightly more than 10 percent
of the original sample. If the five composition programs had been
identival in all respects (but they were not) and if the nonvomposi-
tion courses of study had been identical (but they probably were
not) for the remaining 122 pairs, we could place more confidence in
the results of the study. I lowever, the Northern Iowa investigators
did not report the distribution of the 122 pairs either within com-
psition programs or within noncomposition courses of study in any
of the five universities.

The problems which result from ignoring such variables are many.
lhr example, if a substantial number of the 122 students enrolled in
freshman composition courses were enrolled in a particular com-
psition program, any differences between the two groups' perlin-

ances at the end of the fiial) semester might be attributed to the
ineffectiveness of one particular composition pros rain among the
five used, rather than to the ineffectiveness of freshman composi-
tion in general. Attention to curricular, instructional, and contex-
tual variables is mandatory in well-designed evaluation research.

The two assumptions we have addressedthat all composition
courses are equivalent and that all noncomposition courses are equiva-
lent illustrate the need fin earthl attention to complex sets of in-
teracting variables, whether they he contextual, curricular, or in-
structional in nature. Although we have criticized the design of the
Northern Iowa study, we have not condemned the study itself, for
the investigators present virtually all of their findings cautiously. The
Northern Iowa study is one of the most ambitious and most complex
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evaluation studies of freshman composition ever attempted. In fact.
its complexity is one reason the study was selected for review here.

Those who undertake such complex endeavors deserve nothing but

our respect. for the difficulties they encounter are many.

II. 2. The University of California San Diego Study

While the Northern Iowa study sought to determine whether any

kind of writing program increases writing ability, must evaluation

studies have been primarily concerned with finding answers to the

second question we posed earlier: Is one method of teaching fresh-
man composition more effective than another? Several studies have
addressed the question directly, but one study addressed it in-

directly. That study is the one remntl completed under the direc-
tion of Donald Wesling at the University of California San Diego.'
The differences between the "programs" evaluated in the San
Diego study are very much like the differences between "equiv-
alent" courses within the saint. program. We selected the San Diego

study for review here because (1) unlike the Northern Iowa study, it
attempted to accommodate differences in the way writing is taught,
(2) it relied on more than one measure of writing course or program
effectiveness. (3) it illustrates some of the difficulties associated v. ith
infering course or program effectiveness from writing samples, and

() it illustrates the relative nature ofwriting program evaluation.

II. 2, 1. The Design and Results of the San Diego Study

The subjects used in the San Diego study. were 175 freshmen un-
evenly distributed across the four colleges within the University.
Each of the four groupswhich ranged in site from 35 to 50 stu-
dentsproduced three essays which were submitted to holistic
evaluation on a nine-point scale by two independent raters. with a
third rater used to reconcile large differences between the scores
assigned by the first two raters. Each of the four groups received
instruction in writing, but that instruction difiCred considerably

across groups. For exampled while two of the colleges' composition
programs were tied to the contents of other disciplines. the other
two were not. One of the programs tied to another content required
students to write on social issues. deriving topics from a reader, while
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the other required its students to write on topics from the humani-
ties. All four groups of students were reported to have significantly
increased their average holistic scores from the first to the second
essay and from the first to the third essay.

Some of the students also took the English Achievement 'li'st
(EAT) at two different times, once prior to admission and once after
completing a course in college writing. This pretest posttest use of
the EAT was adopted in order to determine whether writing in-
struction in the !Mir colleges "led to improvement in the editing
component of writing (p. pi). In addition, the EAT was admin-
istered to a group of students who had not been exposed to writing
instruction in any of the four college's. Analyses of the EAT results
indicated that none of the five groupsthe tour groups drawn from
the fOur colleges nor the "control- grouprealized statistically sig-
nificant gains on the EAT.

In addition to the use of three essays as measures of the students'
writing abilities and the two ad ministratfons of the EAT as measures
of "editing skills... the San Diego study employed a number of other
evaluative. tools. For example. James Nloflett ' served as an "outside"
evaluator who visited classes, talked with teachers and administra-
tors, and solicited reactions to the fOur programs from students. The
investigators also collected reactions from students to the composi-
tion programs in which they were enrolled. For this purpose'. the
investigators used a 37-item course and professor evaluation ques-
tionnaire. a locally designed Likert-type instrument which appar-
ently had been used at San Diego for several years. In addition, 33
students were interviewed by persons involved in the study in an
attempt to arrive at some "confirmation of impressions" generated
from other sources of data (p. 45.

II. 2. 2. Critique of the San Diego Study
The report of the San Diego evaluation concludes that in general

the four undergraduate' colleges at UC San Diego did equally effec-
tive jobs in improving students' writing.

The study is not, however. free of problems in research design
and methodology, some of which are noted by the investigators.'
These problems in design and methodology need to he placed in
perspective, since the San Diego evaluation was an evaluation quite
diff'e'rent from the Northern Iowa study. Whereas the Northern Iowa
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evaluation sought, in effect, to determine the relative efficacy of two
different treatmentsone involving composition instruction and
one notthe purpose of the San Diego study was "to try to evaluate
programmatic strengths and weaknesses of each college program in
context rather than in competition" (p. 34). Thus overt comparisons
of the writing programs of the four colleges were presumably be-
yond the scope of the San Diego evaluation; however, Wesling and
his colleagues structured the report and evaluated the writing sam-
ples in such a way that implicit, if not explicit, comparisons across
the four colleges were made throughout.

The features of the San Diego study which make comparisons
across the four programs difficult can be illustrated very easily. If,
for example, the investigators had been serious about evaluating
each of the four programs "in context rather than in competition,"
then it would have made more sense to write a separate report for
each program. Instead, the investigators chose to write a single re-
port in which, among other things, they put in the same table the
results for the four colleges and employ such expressions as "cross-
college comparison," "Warren, unlike the other colleges," and "high-
est in Third College." Throughout the report, the reader is invited
to make the very comparisons the investigators say they intended to
avoid.

These comparisons were, in litct, unavoidable, given the proce-
dures used fbr conducting the holistic evaluations. The investiga-
tors rec ized that the four college writing programs differed in
imports t ways from one another. One of the ways in which they
differed as in the kinds of writing the students in the various col-
leges were asked to do, a matter documented by the investigators
themselves. Indeed, the researchers included the following sen-
tence in their report: "Among the variables we could not control tor:
discourse mode, the amount of time elapsed between essays, the
number of hours of instruction, different forms of instruction, difkr-
ing amounts of collateral reading, differing ways of generating topics
for writing" (pp. 34-35). One might be inclined to think that the
iack of control over these variables would be inconsequential in an
evaluation whose purpose was not to compare four composition
programs but rather to evaluate each program in its own context.
However, the essayswhich were written on different topics, in
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different modes, and at different times by the finer groupswere
pooled for the holistic evaluations. Thus the raters knew the topic of
an essay if it was "indicated . . by the title" (if there was one) or
"by whatever the reader . . . [could] infer from the thrust of the
given piece of writing' (p. 28).

In holistic scoring, judgments of writing quality are always rela-
tive. Raters give a particJar score to a particular paper in relation
to the scores assigned to the other papers in the set. A holistic train-
ing session might be defined as the process by which experienced
raters of student writing are forced through group pressure to aban-
don their own ideas of writing quality and to adopt others which are
relative to the rating group's view ofwriting quality, relative to the
set of essays being rated, and relative to the need to distribitte es-
says across all scoring categories. Whenever ratings whether holis-
tic or of erwiseare made relative to all the papers in the set, all
ratin are based on explicit and implicit comparisons among the pa-
pers in the set.

With the papers from the finer colleges pooled, the raters in the
San Diego study had no choice but to compare the writing of stu-
dents in one college with the writing of students in other colleges to
determine the merit ofone essay in relation to all other essays in the
set regardless of the topic on which the essays were written. the
rhetorical purpose for which they were written. and the modes in
which they were written. In short, the procedures employed man-
dated comparing essays across college's. These very comparisons,
however, were the ones the investigators indicated could not be
made because the four writing programs were fundamentally dif-
ferent. Thus while the San Diego investigators sought to ;'void one
of the problems we identified in the Northern Iowa stud- did
not do so.

Although we have been criticial of certain features of the San
Diego evaluation study, we believe that %Vesting and his colleagues
are to be commended for recognizing that use of a single source of
data will not result in a good writing program evaluation. Because of
this recognition, the San Diego investigators collected and analyzed
different kinds of data from a number of different sourcesobjec-
tive measures of writing ability, writing samples, measures of stu-
dent attitudes towards course's and instructors, personal observa-
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tions and interviews by an "outside" expert, and in-depth interviews
of students. No single set of data provided the basis for the positive
evaluation accorded the four writing programs; rather, the inves-
tigators used all available data as the basis fiw their evaluation of the

four programs.
Because no generally acceptable procedures and materials for

evaluating writing programs have been developed, we have limited

our criticism of the San Diego study to aspects of the holistic evalua-

tion of the student papers. Although not all of the issues of relia-
bility and validit have been addressed, procedures fin. evaluating
student texts holistically have been established and the nature of
such evaluation has been defined," thus justifying our criticism. Our
criticism of the particular method of rating the San Diego papers
holistically raises some important questions about the validity of
that procedure, for a method can be valid for a particular purpose
only if it is consistent with that purpose. The lesson to be learned
from the San Diego study is that writing program evaluators must
develop and use research procedures consistent with the purpose of

the evaluation.

II. 3. The Miami University Study

Some studies have attempted to avoid the problem illustrated by
the San Diego study by comparing different approaches to teaching
college writing. These studies try to control, through both research
designs and statistical procedures, the major curricularand instruc-
tional variables. However, these variables are very difficult to con-
trol, as illustrated by the Miami University sentence-combining
study conducted by Andrew Kerek, Donald Daiker, and Max Moren-
berg. The purpose of the Miar study was to determine the effec-

tiveness of a "sentence-combining curriculum" in comparison to a
"traditional" composition course.' The Miami study was selected for
review here because it (1) illustrates the difficulties associated with
the failure to separate curricular and instructional variables in-
volved in comparative evalrations of writing courses, (2) illustrates
the problems of defining both curricula and instruction in writing,
and (3) illustrates the necessity of controlling instructional and cur-
ricular variables through carefully conceived research designs.
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II. 3. 1. The Design and Results of the Miami Study
In the Miami study, 290 beginning college freshmen were used to

form two groups consisting of six classes each. One group was called a
"control" group and the other was called an "experimental" group,
even though both groups underwent writing instruction of some
kind.' The "experimental" group, consisting of 151 subjects, was ex-
posed to what the Miami investigators called "an exclusive sentence-
combining curriculum, "" while the other, consisting of 139 subjects,
was exposed to "traditional" 1" instruction in writing. Pretest and
posttest essays were collected from all students. These essays were
written on an informative or expository topic that allowed students
to draw narrative and descriptive details from personal experience.
These essays were collected from each group at the beginning and
ending of a semester of study. In addition, the investigators also col-
lected pre- and posttest reading scores. When the reading scores
were compared, neither group was 'Mind to have improved in read-
ing skills more than the other. However, when the holistic and ana-
lytic scores assigned to the writing samples were compared, the
investigators found that the "experimental" group had realized
significantly larger gains in writing quality than had the "control"
group. So too with comparisons of the writing samples along certain
dimensions of syntactic fluency."

A follow-up study was also conducted 28 months after the original
data had been collected. Of the original 290 students, 140 partici-
pated in the follow-up, 65 from the "control" group and 75 from the
"experimental" group. The fiillow-up was conducted in order "to in-
vestigate, the long-range effects of intensive sentence-combining
practice on the writing ability of college students" (p. 1130). The 140
students in the follow-up study were volunteers who were paid to,
write one essay on the same topic they had written for the posttest
essay in the original study. These 140 new essays were pooled with
those essays originally written as posttest essays by the same stu-
dents. This set of 280 essays was then rated holistically and analyti-
cally by ETS raters who were reported not to have known the source
of the essays they were asked to rate. Analyses of the fiillow-up rat-
ings revealed that "on both the holistic and the analytic ratings, the
control-experimental differences were statistically not signifivint"
(p. 1133), that the "sentence-combining students were no longer su-
perior to the control students in writing quality" (p. 1134).
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1
/ The Miami investigators initially speculated that the qualitative

increases on the experimental students' posttest essays were strongly
linked to the quantitative gains in Hunt's syntactic indices, since the
group taught by sentence combining increased significantly in both
holistic scores and syntactic measures while the traditionally taught
group did not.12 Other researchers who examined the relationship
between syntactic maturity and judgments of quality, however,
found Hunt's indices to be minimumly valuable for explaining vari-
ance in holistic sources." When the Miami investigators analyzed
the amount of the variance in holistic ratings of experimental post-
tests which could he accounted for by Hunt's indices, they fimnd
that the syntactic factors together "predicted not quite 4% of the
. . . variance" (p. 1126). Thus the raters were not influenced to any
great degree by the increased complexity in the sentence com-
biners' posttest essays.

II. 3. 2. Critique of the Miami Study
The Miami investigators encountered several problems in defin-

ing the curricular and instructional variables in their study, a fact
which finds illustration in the differing accounts of the study. These
problems 'em from the investigators' failure to determine prior to
the study itself whether they were to examine a curriculum, and in-
structional method. or both. The 1980 and most recent version of
the Miami study ofkrs post hoc explanations of why sentence com-
bining worked and attempts to answer some of the criticisms and
questions raised about the study as originally reported." For exam-
ple, Mellon and kinneavy pointed out that the whole-discourse
exercises used in the Miami study differed substantially from the
sentence-combMing exercises used by Mellon and O'Hare in earlier
studies. The Miami investigators did f not address this issue in their
1978 reports; but in the 1980 report. they write that the "experi-
mental students were exposed to rhetorically based [italics theirs]
sentence combining," that "the sentence-combining method used
in the experimental sections was deliberately and unabashedly rhe-
torical in character" (p. 1099). Elsewhere in the report, the inves-
tigators say that "the term 'sentence combining' is not a wholl
accurate description of the classroom procedures used in the experi-
mental sections: sentence-combining practice obviously went far
beyond isolated, sentence-level grammatical transhomations" (p.
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II(XP. Clearly, the Miami investigators Need a difficult problem
in definition, a problem which turned on not only the activity of
combining **kernel" sentences into longer ones and the kinds of
sentence-combining exercises used but also the classroom proce-
dures the teachers of the experimental classes used to lead their stu-
dents to an understanding of the rhetorical principles they wished
to emphasize. Obviously, the Miami investigators had expanded the
notion of sentence combining to include the notion of discourse
combining and discourse generation as well.

The Miami investigators' expansion of the notion of sentence com-
bining as inherited from Mellon" and OlIartoh was nothing short of
inspired. Yet because this expansion was not carefully defined prior
to the study itself, it created a serious design problem fbr the inves-
tigators, as reflected in their inability to distinguish between sen-
tence combining as a "teaching method" (p. 1116) and sentence com-
1)ining as a curriculum: ''The idea ofan exclusive sentence-combining
curriculum had not been tested before'. (p. 1101).

If we understand curriculum in its usual sense of "content" and if'
we understand teaching method or instructional method in its usual
sense of the means and ways used to teach curriculum, then the ma-
jor problem in the Miami study becomes obvious. Sentence combin-
ing is not a writing curriculum; rather it is an instructional method.

The instructional method of' combining short sentences into one
or more sentences contains no inherent assumptions about the re-
sulting sentences. That is to say, as originally conceived, sentence
combining in and of itself did not teach a content, did not address
rhetorical concerns; it taught students how to combine sentences in-
dependently of rhetorical situations. Mellon, fin example, used sen-
tence wombining to accelerate naturally occurring syntactic devel-
opment. not to teach the use of rhetorical principles. But the Miami
study employed sentence combining in a very different way, and for
an additional reason. In the following quotation, which illustrates
the instructional materials and methods growing out of the Miami
study, the Miami investigators use sentence combining to teach
rhetorical principles. Here they discuss three students' solutions to
a sentence-combining problem: "All three student writers appar-
ently realize that repeating key terms or sentence elements, es-
pecially at the conclusion of an essay, is an effective means of em-
phasis. But all have problems making repetition work. In the first
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version, the fragment is more disruptive than emphatic."'' This ad-
aptation of sentence combining to teach rhetorical principles con-
tained in traditional writing curricula is an important innovation,
one which makes sentence combining an instructional method ap-
propriate for college writing classes. But the rhetorical principles
themselves are matters of curriculum, not the method or methods
used to teach it.'" In short, the Miami investigators w.sre to
decide whether they were testing for the relative effectiveness of a
curriculum or an instructional method or both. Consequently, they
failed to control some important variables, both instructional and
curricular, in their study.

Among the variables left uncontrolled in the Miami study were the
amount of writing the students in the two groups did, the amount of
collateral reading they did, the kinds of writing they did, the rhe-
torical principles they were taught, the textbooks they used, the
amount and kinds of homework assignments they did, and the appar-
ently diverse set of instructional methods used in the two classes.19
These are essentially some of the same variables which were left un-
controlled in the Northern Iowa study and in the San Diego study.
With this many variables left uncontrolled, it iscontrary to the
claims of the Miami investigators -- impossible to tell whether the
experimental" classes promoted grater growth in syntactic flu-

ency and writing quality or whether the "control" classes inhibited
such growth. If one adopts the position of the Miami investigators
that the "experimental" classes promoted such growth, determining
which instructional or curricular variable(s) caused the growth is
similarly impossible.

The investigators explain their failure to control one of these vari-
ables in the following way:

The experimental students did more out-of-class writing than their
control counterparts. Since all sentence - combining exercises require stu-
dents to write, experimental students spent much of their homework
time writing, just as control students spent much of their time reading.
After all. homework assignments that require writing are as integral to a
sentence-combining program as those that require reading are to a pro-
gram with an essay reader and a standard rhetoric. It inflows that equaliz-
ing the total amount of writing by the control and experimental students
would have meant changing the hindamental nature of at least one of the
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two curriculums. But such control may have been as unnecessary as it
was undesirable. because research suggests that neither the amount nor
the frequency of writing in itself improves writing quality. (p. 1102)

%Vitae it is true that some researchresearch on high school writ-
ers-- suggests that -neither the amount nor the frequency of writ-
ing in itself improves writing quality.- the minima and the frequency
of-writing in itself- is not what is at issue in the Miami study. What is
at issue is the variability in the amount and frequency of writing in
conjunction with the variability in instructional methods, kinds of
writing. amount and frequency of reading, types of text materials.
and so forth; and unless all such variables are controlled, it is virtually
impossible to attribute causality to one variable instead of another.
What the Miami study allows us to conclude is that the students en-
rolled in the writing classes which used sentence-combining exer-
cises outperformed students enrolled in a course which did not use
those exercises. NVhether the sentence-combining exercises did, in
fact, increase performance is simply not known.

11. 4. The University of Timis Study

Although different in both scope and kind from the other three
studies, the University of Texas study conducted by the present au-
thors4" complements certain aspects of the earlier three. Like all of
the three previous studies, the Texas study attempted to measure
improvement in the writing abilities of college freshmen across time.
Like the other three studies, it examined the performances Of stu-
dents enrolled in a -traditional freshman writing course. Like the
San Diego study and the Northern Iowa study, it examined existing
courses of study, rather than creating experimental ones. Like the
Miami study, it compared the performance of students in a -tradi-
tional- course with that of students enrolled in a course predicated
on sentence-expansion exercises.

The ii.xas study also differed in important ways from the other
studies we have discussed. The Texas study, unlike the Miami study,
did not hypothesize the greater efficacy of an "experimental" course
over a -traditional one. Neither mow. in the Texas study was con-
sidered experimental; both were courses which had been regularly
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taught for several years. Unlike the Miami study, however, the Texas
study fund significant improvement in the writing and reading
skills of students enrolled in "traditional" freshman writing classes.
Unlike the other studies, the Texas study examined changes in writ-
ing ability across two different types of writing, not just one.

But the most important difference is that the Texas study was
based on a research design and analytic procedures that addressed
the differences in instructional methods, curriculum, and instruc-
tional media in the courses compared. Our purpose in discussing
the Texas study in some detail here is to illustrate the extreme diffi-
culty in controlling major variables when two very different courses
are compared.

II. 4. 1. Design and Results of the Texas Study
The Texas stuck the effectiveness of two options 'Or the

introductory freshman composition course, options which had been
in place for several years. The two options for acquiring credit in the
course differed with respect to instructional setting. method of in-
struction, instructional media, and curriculum. One option n as
taught in a conventional classroom while the second was taught in a
laboratory. The first option relied on a combination of class discus-
sions, some lectures, and individual student conferences, while the
second relied almost exclusively on tutorials, with one teacher-tutor
for every six students. The first option employed traditional, printed
text materials, while the second used a combination of a programmed-
learning text, a traditional text, and computer-assisted instruction.

The holistic option. Perhaps the most important differences be-
tween the two options lay in the instructional approaches to curricu-
lum and in the theoretical assumptions which undergirded the two
curricula. The first option employed what we call a holistic approach.
It emphasized rhetorical and compositional principles in the context
of whole pieces of discourse rather than in isolation. Based in part
on the theoretical work of Kinneavy,'' the option attended to the
development of writing skills in the context of three purposes of
written discoursethe expressive purpose, the persuasive pur-
pose, and the referential purposeas realized through Kinneavy's
four modes of discoursedescription, narration, classification, and
evaluation.22 The holistic approach was thus a top-down or whole-
to-part approach to teaching composition. Students enrolled in the
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holistic option wrote the equivalent of six essays (500-650 words
each), not counting the library paper, the journal, or two pretest and
two posttest essays required by the evaluation design (see below).

The meristic option. The second option employed what we call a
particle or meristic approach. Rather than working from the whole
discourse to the individual parts as in the holistic option, the meris-
tic option approached the development, of rhetorical and composi-
tional skills in a deliberately synthetic way, working from individual
discourse partsin particular, sentencesto paragraphs and, fi-
nally, to multiple-paragraph essays. The rhetorical theory under-
lying this second option with its bottom-up approach was Christen-
sen's generative rhetoric as adapted by Michael Grady' to the whole
essay, and taught with further modifications through Wittig's Steps
to Structure,21 the major textbook in the course. The second option
treated the sentence as the microcosm of the paragraph and the
paragraph the microcosm of the essay. Accordingly. the assumption
underlying this option was that skills developed in 'writing sen-
tences mild be synthesized into the larger, more complex skills re-
quired, first, in writing paragraphs and, second, in writing essays.25
The students enrolled in the second option did not write nearly so
many essays as did the students in the holistic option. In fact, they
wrote only two besides the fnur. essays collected as part of the eval-
uation. The students in the meristic option did, however, produce,
through the large number of sentence and paragraph exercises, a
number of words comparable to that produced by students in the'
holistic option.

If possible differences in student performance were be ex-
plained, the curricular and instructional differences between the
two options had to be accommodated in the research design. A de-
sign which factored out all of these differing components would have
called for the examination of student perfOrmance in 42 different
courses, only two of which would have' been of primary interest. In-
stead, courses were constructed which would allow five principal
comparisons across the two options!'

Five principal comparisons of the two options. The first principal
comparison paired the two courses as they were normally taught, a
comparison similar to the comparison used in the Miami study. The
first principal comparison thus tested for overall course effect. The
second principal comparison tested for the effect of instructional
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approach when the method of instruction was conventional class-
room instruction tOr both options. In this comparison, both the
holisticand the meristic options were taught in a conventional class-
rotnn setting. The meristic course examined in this comparison. un-
like the course as it was normally taught, did not employ computer-
assisted instruction. The third comparison tested for the effect of
the rhetoric text on the holistic option with half the students receiv-
ing rhetorical instruction through The Writing Commitment only
anti half receiving it through the course syllabus only. The thurth
comparison tested for the effect of instructional method. Half the
students received instruction via the holistic approach in a conven-
tional classroom setting and half received it in a tutorial setting. The
fifth principal comparison tested for the effect of instructional ap-
proach when instructional method was always tutorial. The five
principal comparisons are summarized in table I.

Selection of students and teachers. Twenty beginning freshman
composition classes (approximately 50(1 students) were selected !Or
the evaluation study. The mean ECT scores for the students in these
20 classes did not differ significantly from the mean ECT scores fOr
the students enrolled in the 160-plus classes of the same course of-
fered that semester. Since we wanted to be able to draw conclusions
that would apply to all classes and students in the first course in
freshman writing, this test of comparability was mandatory. Kir
each of the five principal comparisons tour classes were used, two
for each tithe two sides of each comparison. By using two classes fOr
either side ()leach comparison, we were able to ensure that no sub-
group difiered measurably from any other subgroup in the study.
And when they were compared, the mean ECT score fOr any two-
class subgroup used in the five principal comparisons did not differ
significantly from the mean ECT score thrall 20 sections in the study.
Although the !Our classes !Or any given comparison were taught at
about the same time during the day, time of day was nut rigorously
controlled across comparisons. For each principal comparison, two
teachers were selected, with each teacher assigned one' class on ei-
ther side of the comparison. This procedure allowed us to control
the teacher variable. By having the two teachers in each of the five
principal comparisons teach one class on each side of the compari-
son, we believed that it' greater eflectivowss were observed at the
end of the term !Or one side of the comparison, that greater effec-
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Table 1
Summary of the Fire Principal Comparisons in the 1i'xas Study

Compari- Section Teacher N of
son No. No. No. Students Description

l'ested
tilled

1(a) 1 1 9 holistic/conventional (Overall
2 2 9 holistic /conventional ctIcet Of

1(h) 3 1 9 meristic/la-tutorial worse)

4 2 9 meristic/lab-tutorial

2(a) 5 :3 9 holistic/conventional (Effect of
6 4 9 holistic/conventional curriculum)

2(h) 7 :3 9 eristicleonventional
8 4 9 meristic/conventional

3(a) 9 5 9 holistic/conventional (Effect of
10 6 9 holistic/conventional syllabus in

3(h) 11 5 9 holistic (syllabus)/ holistic
curriculum)urriculum)

12 6 9 holistic (syllabus)!
l'imventonal

4(a) 13 7 9 holistic/conventional (Effect of
14 8 9 holistic/conventional instructional

4(h) 15 7 9 holistic/tutorial method)

16 8 9 holistic /tutorial

5(a) 17 9 9 holistic/tutorial (Filed of
18 10 9 holistic/tutorial curriculum)

5(h) 19 9 9 nwristic/tutorial
20 10 9 meristicltutorial

tiveness could not be attributed to teacher differences across the
comparison.

Test procedures. The 500 students enrolled in the 20 classes were
administered several measures pre and post to determine changes
across the semester. During the first three or four class periods
depending on whether the class was taught on a Tuesday-Thursday
or a Monday-Wednesday-Friday scheduleeach student took the
Miller-Daly Writing Apprehension Test (WAT),' the paragraph
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comprehension section of the McGraw-11i11 Heading Test," the
McGraw-Hill Writing Test,' and hvo writing assignmentsone on
a topic which drew on personal experience and encouraged narra-
tive and descriptive details and one on an argumentative topic. Two
personal experience' topics, the ones used in the Miami study. were
used for the first of the two essays. One class on each side of each
comparison wrote on one topic for the pretest while the other one on
each side wrote on the other topic. For the posttest the topics were
reversed. Two argumentative topics were used for the second essay,
one on required literacy tests for high school seniors and one On re-
quired high school composition courses. For the pretest one class on
each side of each principal comparison wrote on one' argumentative
topic and one on each side wrote on the other. For the posttest the
topics were reversed." Near the end of the term, students were
given an opportunity to complete a course-instructor evaluation
form widely used in composition classes at the University of lexas.

Analyses of data. From each of the 20 classes in the study, nine
students who completed the course were randomly selected. The
data collected from these 180 students were then submitted to de-
tailed analyses. We analyzed each essay (720 in alb for length in
words and for certain syntactic features. The four essays from each
of the 180 students we're coded to ensure student anonymity and to
ensure that raters could not distinguish pretest essays from posttest
essays. We then evaluated the essays holistically. with the' 360 per-
sonal experience essays rated on one day and the 360 argumentative
essays rated one week later. Each essay was given a score ranging
from 1 to 4 by two raters. When the' two scores differed by more
than one point, the essay was submitted to a third reading to resolve
the difference. "

Five derivative comparisons. In addition to the five principal
comparisons, we created five derivative comparisons. These deriva-
tive comparismis drew on the data collected from the 20 classes used
in the five principal comparisons. In these five derivative compari-
sons, controls over certain instructional variables were. sacrificed in
order to achieve larger "N's." The derivative. comparisons were com-
pleted for the purpose of confirming the results tithe five principal
comparisons. The first derivative comparison pitted all holistic
classes taught in a conventional classroom setting against all meristic
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classes taught in a conventional classroom setting. The second de-
rivative militarism] paired all holistic classes taught in it VOIIVell-
tional classroom setting with all meristic classes.taught tutorially.
The third compared all classes taught in a conventional classroom
setting with all classes taught tutorially The fourth derivative com-
parison contrasted all holistic classes with all meristic classes. The
fifth paired all holistic. classes taught in a conventimal classroom
setting with all holistic classes taught tutorially These five deriva-
tive comparisons are summarized in table 2.

The analyses of the data were perfbrmed in two stages: first. Ibr
the five principal and fiir the five derivative comparisons, and sec-
ond. fin' all 1S0 students combined.

Principal and bericatice Comparisons. In spite of the carefully
conceived rewarch design, the principal and derivative comparisons
in the li.sas study yielded very few striking results. In Principal
Comparison 1. which compared the two courses as they were nor-
mally taught, the analyses indicated that the holistic-conventional
course produced greater gains in writing quality on the Personal ex- ',
perience essays than did the meristi-laboratory-tutorial course. Al-
though students on each side ()leach comparison improved in over-
all writing quality, this comparison was the only one that evidenced
a difference owing to course effect. Significant improvement on
both sides of each comparison mace the courses in the remaining
comparisons appear equally effective in promoting writing quality,
regardless type of writing. Principal Comparisons 1 and 2 indi-
cated that the meristic curriculum produced longer argumentative
essays. suggesting that the modified Christensen approach reflected
in Steps to Structure helped developed invention skills. These es-
say length findings were confirmed by Derivative ComparisonS 1

and 2. In addition, the fimrth Derivative Comparison. which com-
pared all holistic classes with all meristic classes, indicated signifi-
cant gains for the meristic classes on the essay length of both the
arginuentatke and the personal experience essays. The five princi-
pal and derivative comparisons also produced scattered syntactic
differences that did not consistently favor either curriculum or any
instructional method. No significant differences were observed for
any of the standardized-test measures nor for the NVriting Appre-
hension '2
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Table 2
Summary of the Five Derivative Comparisons in the Texas Study

Conipari-
son No.

Section
Nos.

N of
Students Description

Tested
Effect

1(a) 1,2,5,6,9, 90 holistic/conventional (Effect of
10,11,12, curriculum)
13,14

1(b) 8,9 18 meristic/conventional

2(a) 1,2,5,6,9, 90 holistic/conventional (Overall
10,11,12, course
13,14 effect)

2(b) 3,4,19,20 36 meristic /tutorial

3(a) 1,2,5,6,7, 108 'conventional (Effect of
8,9,10,11, instructional
12,13,14 method)

3(b) 3,4,15,16, 72 tutorial
17,18,19,20

4(a) 1,1,5,6,9, 126 holistic (Effect of
10,11,12, curriculum)
13,14,15,
16,17,18

4(b) 3,4,7,8, 54 meristic
19,20

5(a) 1,2,5,6,9, 90 holistic/conventional (Effect of
10,11,12, . instructional
13,14 method)

5(b) 15,16,17,18 36 holistic/tutorial

All students. Analyses of the pooled data fOr al1180 students showed
a significant pretest -to -post' st change (p < .037) for only one syn-
tactic variable, the percem:,..,e of words in final nonrestrictive modi-
fiers in the argumentative essays. The length of the argumentative
essays, a possible indication-of greater invention skills, increased
significantly (p < .001). Holistic scores for bath the personal experi-
eke essays and the argumentative essays also increased signifi-
cantly (p < .001) over the semestt.T, thus suggesting that as a group
the 180 students were actually writing better after one semester of
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instruction: As a group, the 180 students also significantly increased
three of their four scores on the McGraw-Hill Writing Test: lan-
guage mechanics (p < .(K)1), sentence patterns (p < .(K)2), and total
score (p < .(>0I). The gains on the reading comprehension part of
the McGraw-Hill Reading Test were less dramatic but nonetheless
significant (p < .021). The changes in reading comprehension scores
were further explored by examining subsets of the data collected
from the 20 classes. Using t-tests, we found that reading compre-
hension did not increase significantly for the meristic-conventional
students (N = 18), the meristic-tutorial students (N = 36), the stu-
dents (N = 72) enrolled in all classes taught tutorially, the stu-
dents enrolled in all the meristic classes (N = 54). However, signifi-
cant changes were recorded by the students (N = 90) enrolled in all
holistic-conventional classes (p < .(X)4), the students (N = 126) en-
rolled in all holistic classes (p < .017), and fin. students (N = 108)
enrolled in classes taught using conventional methods and in a con-
ventional setting (p < .019). No significant changes were observed
for scores on the Miller-Daly Writing Apnrehension Test.

Additional analyses. In addition to looking at scores for essays
and for multiple-choice tests of writing-related skills, we also exam-
ined student responses to an instructor-course evaluation inst-u-
ment, interviews with some students, and the failure and attrition
rates for the 20 classes.

The course-instructor evaluations were conducted using a 20-item
instrument designed by a faculty-student committee at the Univer-
sity of Texas and administered through the Measurement and Eval-
uation Center. Although the results of this course-instructor evalua-
tion are somewhat difficult to interpret fin classes in which students
saw several tutor-teachers during the semester, we could find no
systematic differences in the evaluations of the various classes. One
of the investigators also interviewed several of the students in the
four classes used in Principal Comparison 1, which co "pared the
two courses as they had been taught for several yea, s. w only im-
portant difference between the two types of classes was heard in the
comments the meristic students made about the problems they had
adjusting to a course taught tutorial!y in a laboratory setting. Sev-
eral of the meristic students interviewed indicated that they experi-
enced considerable difficulty and frustration initially, but most re-
marked that after they had made the adjustment, they hind the
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instructional method and setting to be a satisfactory alternative to
regular class meetings and h. group instruction by a single teacher.

Besides the course-teacher evaluations, we examined the failure
and attrition rates of the 20 classes. \W' believed that the attrition
rate would indicate whether the courses seemed to be meeting the
needs and expectations of students enrolled in them. This examina-
tion proved to be very revealing. It showed that in classes taught in
conventional classroom settings by teachers using conventional
methods of instruction, the combined failure and attrition rate was
under 10 percent or about two students for each of the 12 classes.
The combined rate for failure and attrition jumped to about 25 per-
cent for the eight classes taught tutorially. For the fbur meristic-
tutorial classes, the combined rate was slightly over 34 percent.
Since the rate for meristic classes taught in a conventional classroom
setting with conventional methods of instiuction was well under 10
percent, we inferred that the tutorial method was the cause of the
higher attrition rate, not the meristic approach.

Text-internal measures and judgments of quality. In the five prin-
cipal comparisons, we were concerned to discover, first, whether
students' writing improved as a result of the writing instruction they
received. Second, we were interested in determining whether cer-
tain text-internal change- might account for any increase in overall
writing quality. We fbund no evidence that syntactic variables are
predictors of the holistic scores of the 720 essays examined in the
Texas study. In filet, in a series of multiple regression analyses, we
found that in the personal experience essays, the best predictor of
quality .among the syntactic variables was the mean percentage of
words In final nonrestrictive modifiers. And that variable predicted
only 3.03 percent, leaving nearly 97 percent unexplained. On the
argumentative essays, that variable predicted even less of the vari-
ance, 0.73 percent. And these were the best predictors among the
syntactic variables we studied. Neither did essay length turn out to
he a very good predictor, explaining only 4.94 percent of the vari-
ance in the holistic scores for the personal experience essays and
only 6.52 percent in the scores for argumentative essays. Thus our
cadre of text-internal measures of change or growth proved not to
be terribly useful.

Writing apprehension. Using the data collected for the five princi-
pal comparisons, we also examined the relationship between writing
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apprehension and certain measures of writing ability and writing-
related skills. The results of these analyses suggest that writing ap-
prehension is related to general verbal abilities and to writing per-
formance. They also suggest that writing apprehension is linked to
syntactic abilities. Our investigation showed that the low apprehen-
sive students outperformed the high apprehensives on all essay
measures at or beyond the .04-1eVel of confidence, although the per-
formative differences were less on the argumentative essays than on
the essays based on personal experience. This latter finding sug-
gested that perhaps the high apprehensive writers in the study per-
formed better when the Writing topic elicited a text not associated
with the personal experienceence of the writer. Our analyses of the
syntactic patterns of the high and low writing apprehensives in the
study pointed to a tendency among high apprehensives to elaborate
their statements Wss fhlly and to use the same syntactic construc-
tions more frequi;ntly than low apprehensives. Low apprehensives
were found to perform better on The English Composition Test
(ECT) and on The Test of Standard Written English (TSWE), both
measures which were administered to all students in the study lw-
fUre the beginning of the term.

The results of our analyses of*the data collected fir the evaluation
suggested a number of conclusions. First, over the course of one
semester, the 1St) students as a group improved significantly on at
least two types of writing. Second. as a group the students signifi-
cantly improved their scores on two (not counting total scores on the
McGraw-Hill Writing Test) objective measures of writing skills
language mechanics (grammar, punctuation. and spelling) and sen-
tence patternsand on one measure of reading abilityreading
comprehension. Third. none of the classes affected either negatively
or positively the amount of anxiety or apprehension the students ex-
perienced as writers. Fourth, even though Principal Comparison 1
suggests that students in holistic classes taught in a conventional
setting wrote better personal experience essays at the end oldie se-
mester than their counterparts in the meristic course taught tu-
torially in a laboratory, none of the subsequent comparisons suggest
that this difference can be attributable to either the' greater efficacy
of' the holistic curriculum or the failure of the nu'ristic. Subsequent
comparisonsPrincipal CoMparison 2, Principal Comparison 4,
Principal Comparison 5, and the five derivative comparisons
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suggest that the difference may he attributed not to the curriculum
but to the use of computer-assisted instruction. Fifth, since no defi-
nite causal relationship could be established between the holistic
scores on either set of essays and the various syntactic indices or
essay length, any changes along these dimensions, while often sig-
nificant statistically, are probably meaningless. Sixth, the tutorial
method of instruction appeared to be less effective in retaining stu-
dents in freshman composition than did conventional methods. The
tutorial method used in a laboratory setting was even less effective
in this regard. Seventh, the use of computer assisted instruction ap-
peared to affect adversely the perfbrmance of students enrolled in
the meristic-laboratory/tutorial classes (Principal Comparison 1).

These seven conclusions allowed us to answer the two questions
posed in most evaluations of writing courses and programs: Does
the course or program seem to affect positively the development of
writing abilities? and Is one approach to the teaching of composition
more effective than another? The first question we should have to
answer in the affirmative since the writing performances of all stu-
dent groups examined appear to have improved significantly over
the course of the semester and since the scores on most objective
measures of writing-related skills also improved over the same time
period. Because the students used in the study appeared not to dif-
fer from the freshman class at large and because there is no reason to
believe that the teaching in the courses examined differed substan-
tially in either quality or kind from teaching in other courses in the
same program, our answer would extend beyond individual classes
to the program itself. \Our answer to the first questions, of course,
entails some crucial assumptions about the validity of test instru-
ments, both essay and Otijective.

Even allowing ourstclvils the luxury of the same assumptions, we
can answer the second qtiestion only with less certainty. Both the
holistic and the meristteapProaches appear to enhance the writing
abilities of their students, as judged by holistic evaluations of pretest
and posttest essays on two very different writing assignments. The
holistic approach appeared to do a slightly better job than the meris-
tic in enhancing reading comprehension. Tutorial instruction, with
which the meristic approach was associated in the program. appeared
less effective than classroom instruction in retaining students.
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II. 4. 2. Critique of the Texas Study
Although we believe the design of the Texas study to be superior

to the other designs we have examined, the Texas study is not with-
out flaw or limitation. One of the weaknesses lies with the size of
the N's used in the principal comparisons. With an N of 18 on either
side of each comparison, we can be confident that the significant
effects observed are indeed significant; however, we have no as-
surance against Type 2 errors," errors which occur when the size of
the sample is too small to be certain that apparently nonsignificant
differences are in fact nonsignificant. The problem of generalizing
from the Texas study is compounded by the high attrition rate in the
tutorial sections, particularly in those classes that taught the meris-
tic curriculum. While the classes were judged equivalent at the
beginning of the term, it is altogether possible that the weaker stu-
dents and those students who would have negatively assessed tu-
torial instruction had dropped by the time of posttest. We see the
loss of students over the course of a study as a major problem in a
pretest-posttest design. For example, the Northern Iowa study
finished with 12 percent of the students originally in the study.

A second weakness lies in the use of syntactic measures (e.g.,
mean clause length, mean t-unit length, mean percentage oft -units
with final nonrestrictive modifiers, and mean percentage of words in
final nonrestrictive modifiers). We analyzed these variables to pro-
vide definitive evidence on the relationship between syntactic ma-
turity and writing quality among college writers. Because this rela-
tionship proved so slight, we were left with no measures to explain
the variance in holistic scores. Another weakness was the use of a
very general course-instructor evaluation instrtunent. The instru-
ment used simply did not distinguish among teachers or classes in
the study. Another weakness lies in the use of the McGraw-Hill
Writing Tilt, a test selected because of its easy access but which is of
questionable validity.' In addition, there are profitably better in-
struments available for measuring reading comprehension than the
McGraw-Hill Reading Test. Finally, we see as a weakness the amount
of class time which was required to collect all the data mandated by
the research design. At least some of' that time might have been
more profitably spent working with students on their writing.

Beyond the obvious limitations of such objective measures of
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"writing-related skills," other limitations of the Texas study are less
obvious but more serious. From the start we attempted to overcome
deficiencies we observed in previous evaluation studies (including
our own). We attempted to examine a writing program from several
perspectives, represented by the different tneasures employed. We
did not, however, question certain fimdamental assumptions about
how to evaluate writing courses and programs. After two years of
collecting and analyzing over 28,000 scores on various measures and
categories, we discovered that we had found out little or nothing
about what instructional practices or what composing practices
brought about the higher holistic scores at the end. We began to
question what we saw as the dominant model for evaluating writing
courses and programs.

II. 5. An Overview of the Dominant Quantitative Approach

To the extent that the Northern Iowa study, the San Diego study,
the Miami study, and the Texas study are representative (and we be-
lieve they are) of the designs and methods used in many evaluations
of college writing programs, we can construct an evaluation model by
focusing on the features common to all four studies. Most obviously,
all four studies measured change across time and all involved com-
parisons. Indeed, it is impossible to envision an evaluation of any
kind which does not involve explicit or implicit comparisons. In all
four studies, comparisons were made across at least two groups of
students, groups which apparently differed with respect to the way
students were taught to write. The Northern Iowa study recognized
two groups very broadly defined; the San Diego study posited four
groups defined on the basis of large programmatic differences; the
Miami study compared two groups within the same program; and the
Texas study compared ten groups to one another. In all !bur studies,
an evaluator's understanding of one group always depends on a con-
comitant understanding of the other group or groups examined.

A second shared denominator is that all four studies looked for
changes in student performance across time, changes which tended
to be attributed to the particular kind of writing instruction a given
group had received. Changes in the perfOrmance of one group are
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interpreted in comparison with the perfOrmance changes in at least
one other group.

These two common denominators point to a third feature which
all four studies share. Evaluative judgmentswhether of the effec-
tiveness of different programs as in the San Diego study or of dif-
ferent courses within a program as in the Miami and Texas studies
of effectiveness are always relative judgments. That is to say, all four
studies rendered judgments and drew conclusions which are at best
valid for only the particular program. Thus for the Texas study, we
can only claim that this or that group outpeijOrmed this or that group
in the Texas study. We cannot conclude or claim that a given Texas
group performed as well or better than, say, one of the groups in the
Miami study. Similarly, while we may be able to assert on the basis
of our evaluation of the Texas freshman program that the program is
effective, we cannot claim that it is, for example, more or less effec-
tive than any or all of the four San Diego freshman "programs." In
addition, since neither the San Diego, Miami, nor Texas study em-
ployed control groups which did not undergo writing instruction,
none of these three studies can claim with certainty that the changes
in student performance are solely attributable to this or that writing
course.

In all four studies, judgments of the effectiveness ofa given course
in a writing program or the program itself are relative ones for still
another reason. All four studies employed some form of holistic
evaluation aprt.st and posttest essays to determine the amount of
change effected by a program. As we pointed out in our discussion
of the San Diego study, holistic evaluations of essays are evaluations
which are dependent on the total set of essays rated or scored at a
particular time. Ignoring for the present the common set of essay
topics used in both the Miami and the Texas studies, we can say that
the writing topics differed across the four studies. In addition, there
were probably some differences in student ability and in range of
student ability across the four studies. Because research has shown
that written products may differ according to purpose, mode, and
topic"' and that writers of differing abilities write differently, it is not
possible to infer that a gain in holistic score of, say 0.60 in one study is
comparable to a similar gain in another study, even when the scores
are based on the same number of scoring categories. Similar prob-
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lens obtain when the same topics are used in different studies: even
if populations are comparable to one another with respect to ability
and ranges of ability, the scores are still dependent on the probably
different criteria and processes by which raters arrived at their judg-
ments. As Freedman's research shows, even slight variations in the
ways holistic raters are trained can have significant effects on the
ratings they give.'

Another feature common to all fOur of the studies we have re-
viewed is the reliance on products for evaluations of student perfor-
mance (whether in the form of essays the students wrote or in the
form of answers given to objective test questions) for judgments of'
program effectiveness. The depemkicy on products the quan-
titative model involves a number of assumptions about writing in-
struction, about the development of writing ability. and about ways
of measuring such development or ability. First, it assumes that the
effects of writing instruction on students should be evident in the
students' written products after only a very short time. Second, it
assumes that controlled essays or objective tests are sensitive to
whatever learning may have occurred because of the course. Third.
such dependency assumes that the measures used are consonant
with the goals of the course and program.

Each of these assumptions may in turn be challenged. It is possi-
ble to argue that even if the development of writing abilities is ac-
celerated by means of instruction, growth along those dimensions
which affect writing quality may occur so slowly as not to be mean-
ingfill after a relatively short time. Second, it could be argued that
an instructional program in writing may affect the development of
certain cognitive skillssuch as the ability to classifywithout
having yet measurably or significantly affected the quality of stu-
dents' written products. Third, ,t might be argued that an increase
in the of written products may depend on the prior develop-
ment of an understanding of rhetorical situations and the prior de-
velopment of an awareness of and control over certain composing
processes. A program may cause such understanding. awareness,
and control without there being any immediate evidence in the stu-
dent's written texts, especially those which are written under the
contrived and artificial environment of a classroom or a testing cen-
ter. Furthermore, composition instruction often increases the num-
ber of variables students must control as they make decisions during
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actual writing. A more highly develop .(I awareness without a com-
plementary development of control ove composing processes may
have an adverse affect on students' writtt 1 products. The reliance
on a model of evaluation which depends so eavily on the semester-
end precincts may be a misplaced reliance.

Because of their disproportionate attention t( semester-end prod-
ucts. pretest-posttest designs for writing prog m evaluation are
inadequate fOr identifying and measuring chamrs in composing
behaviors. They are also inadequate for evaluating W utt actually oc-
curscurs in the classroom. In fact, many pretest-posttest . tudies do not
consider this variable at all. In the two studies which iiktempted to
assess teacher and course effectiveness-4he San Dieg i and the
Texas studiesthe assessments were largely post hoc one ,

(lent on students' reelections of things that had (wcurre \several
depen-

weeks or months earlier. None of the !Our studies made any attempt
to observe or evaluate instruction systematically as it occurred. but
all of the studies drew conclusions about the effectiveness of instruc-
tion. These conclusions amounted to inferences based largely on
products collected at the end of the instructional period. For the
same reasons that such products may not give a reliable or valid in-
dication of growth in writing and writing-related skills. they may not
have yielded valid or reliable bases fin inferences about instruthon.

Another characteristic of the quantitative model of writing pro-
gram evaluation used to date is the assumption that the goals of the
program are appropriate for the population served. In none of the
four studies we reviewed were any rigorous attempts made to assess
goals. Indeed, in none of the studies were specific goals even identi-
fied. The four studies simply assumed (1) that specific goals existed,
(2) that they were appropriate for the student population served. (3)
that these goals were being realized through the instructional meth-
ods employed, and (4) that they reflected adequately the larger con-
texts in which the programs and courses existed.

Furthermore. all four studies also ignored what might be called
the logistical aspects of the programs and courses. None of the stud-
ies. for example. asked whether the structure of a program was a
good one, whether it served adequately the needs of the students or
the teachers. None of the studies tried to determine whether pro-
grammatic policies were being implemented in individual class-
rooms. None addressed the question of general teacher prepared-
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ness for teaching within a given program or whether the teachers
adequately prepared for classes. None examined teacher-student
ratios in an attempt to see whether the program or course was at-
tempting too much or tau ittlittle with the teaching resources available.

This overview of the four studies indicates the general nature of
the quantitative model used in writing program evaluations to date.
This model has at least the following characteristics: (1) it is oriented
more toward products than it is toward processes, whether of com-
posing or of instruction; (2) it usually attempts to measure changes
in products over relatively short periods of time; (3) it provides for
post hoc summative evaluations, evaluations which cannot change
courses or programs while they are operating: (4) it produces find-
ings which are for the most part local in their applicability: (5) it is
predicated on several untested assumptions about the development
and measurement of writing ability; (6) it does not examine the
appropriateness of goals; and (7) it ignores program structure and

administration.
Evaluation studies. including our own, which were based on the

quantitative model have yielded kw major insights concerning the
teaching of writing or the operation of writing programs. Indeed,
the findings of most evaluations of writing programs and courses
hardly justify the massive efforts required to conduct the research.
The implication for would-be evaluators of either writing programs
or writing courses is clear enough: no matter how carefully con-
ceived and constructed the design or how sophisticated the methods
of analysis. evaluations must be based on more than pretest and post-
test writing samples. Evaluations of writing programs and courses. if
they are to result in valid and reliable judgments, must employ a
variety of methods and procedures. Neither the expert-opinion ap-
proach to evaluation nor the pretest-posttest quantitative approach
will alone suffice. Most importantly. evaluations of both writing pro-
grams and courses must proceed from a theoretical framework that
can accommodate the complex workings of a writing program. In
the following chapter, we outline such a framework.
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A Framework for Evaluating
College Writing Programs

AS THE FOUR STUDIES WE REVIEWED St,GGEsT, THE COMPLEXITY
of college writing programs has perhaps done more than anything to
impede the development of adequate evaluation materials and pro-
cedures. lithe quantitative model and the expert-opinion approach
are inadequate, they are so, in part, because they fail to accommo-
date several important components of college writing programs and
the complex relationships among these components. WI VA is needed
is a framework for evaluating college writing programs t hat can en-
compass their dynamic nature, a framework which will help over-
come many of the weaknesses seen in the quantitative model of and
the expert-opinion approach to writing program evaluation.

A framework which purports to address the evaluation of college
writing programs must be able to do at least two things: it must spec-
ify the necessary components of writing program evaluation, and it
must reflect the interactions among those components. These com-
ponents and interactions determine the kinds of questions that eval-
uations can be designed to answer. In the present chapter, we iden-
tify and describe the major components of writing programs with
which the evaluator must be concerns d, as well as the interactions
among them.
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III. 1. An Overview of Five Components of Writing Program
Evaluation

We contend that there are five general components of writing
program evaluation. Within these five components are subsumed
other components, several of which we discuss in the pages which
follow. For the present, we will name and define briefly these five
components. In subsequent sections of the present chapter we dis-
cuss the five components more fully.

1. Cultural and social context. Cultural and social context refers
to the environment in which a writing program exists. It includes all
influences from outside they institution which affect either the day-
to-day operation of the program or the nature of the program. Cul-
tural and social context might also be defined as that component of
writing programs over which no one directly associated with the
program has control.

2. Institutional context. This component refers to such matters as
institutional policies and features which can affect different aspects
of writing programs and the courses included in them.

3. Program structure and administration. This component refers
to two important aspects of writing programs. First, it refers to the
way writing courses are organized into a program. Second, it refers
to all administrative aspects of the program not directly a part of an
administrative structure beyond the writing program itself. Among
the aspects of a writing program associated with administering that
program are the f011owing: teacher training and faculty develop-
ment programs, common syllabi, provisions for and methods of
evaluating faculty performance. and the logistics of delivering writ-
ing instruction and curriculum.

4. Content or curriculum. Content or curriculum is that which is
taught in order for the program to accomplish its goals or objectives.

5. Instruction. This component refers to the methods or mean'
used to teach the content or the curriculum of the program, in short,
what teachers do to help students realize the goals of the program.

Each of these five components may interact with one or more of
the other components. From the interactions among these five com-
ponents, we can examine the effects of writing programs. Several
points need to be made initially about effects. First. effects in writ-
ing programs may be either intended or unintended, but they al-
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ways result from interactions among the five components. The in-
tended effects of a writing program, like its curriculum, are likely to
be reflected in the goals and objectives of the program. In contrast,
unintended t'ifects are never stated as goals or objectives. They are
perhaps best described as unexpected or unanticipated, and they
may be either positive or negative in nature. Unintended effects are
inure frequently identified by accident than by design. Second,
whether intended or unintended, effects can also differ with respect
to when they occur. Some important effects are observable only
during the operation of the program; others may be "outcomes'. evi-
dent only at the end of a term; still ethers may be long-range effects,
such as subsequent academic. on-the-job, or social performance.
This second point leads to a third: the effects of a writing program
can be seen in its students, both during and after their formal in-
struction in writing; in its teachers; in its institutional context; and
in its cultural and social context. Finally. effects can be seen in sev-
eral kinds of dataamong them written products, composing pro-
cesses, and attitudes.

Each of the live components, together with a program's intended
and unintended effects, generates questions which may be of inter-
est to the evaluator of a college writing program. Fur example, the
evaluator may need to determine whether the program is meeting
the needs of the cultural and social context. The evaluator may also
be called upon to determine whether any or all aspects of the pro-
gram are, for example, compatible with the mission of the institu-
tion. Other evaluative questions might focus on the appropriateness
°fa program's curriculum u. the instructional methods used to teach
it. Answers to these questionsas we suggested in our review of
the Northern Iowa, San Diego, Miami, and Texas studiesare most
often discussed in terms of the effects of writing programs. By and
large, the effects which evaluations of college writing programs have
focused on are intended effects, usually measured through examina-
tions of students' written products. Indeed, none of the four studies
we reviewed provided for an evaluation of unintended effects.

The evaluator usually assumes that the first four components of
writing program evaluationcultural and social context, institu-
tional context, program structure and administration, and curricu-
lumwill remain relatively stable. Of course, the histories of many
colleges and universities during the N'iet Nam era illustrate how
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contextual influences can change from day fo day, as do school clos-
ings owing to natural gas shortages. In addition, unplanned changes
in program personnel, either administrative or instructional, may
result in administrative or curricular changes. Instruction, on the
other hand, is usually characterized by change since instruction is a
dynamic process. Teachers frequently change direction or tempo as
they adjust to the needs of particular .J adents. Few teachers can
plan the instructional strategies plan entire term without having to
make adjustments before the end of the term. These changes con-
tribute to the difficulty of assessing instruction, whether within in-
dividual courses or across courses within programs. Accordingly,
evaluators must be concerned with ways of describing and evaluat-
ing instruction as it occurs.

Insofar as a program seeks to alter the knowledge and performance
of its students, the program's effects may themselves be process-
oriented variables. Indeed, when later in this chapter we discuss
the intended effects of writing programs, we opt for the word per-
formance instead of, say, the term product or the term achievement
to describe effects with reference to students in programs. Perhaps
from Tyler's early work on curriculum and evaluation,' the term
achievement 11:15 come to be associated in evaluation studies with a
model which is primarily concerned with static products.' It is this
"static products" or "outcomes" model which provides the underly-
ing structure for the various National Assessments of Educational
Progress and for the competency testing movement.' The "static
products" model is also reflected in the quantitative method we
identified in our reviews in chapter 2 of the four evaluation studies.

But in a writing program, products are simply the results of perfor-
mances or processes. In writing courses and programs, we believe as
much, if' not more, attention ought to be paid to how print...As come
to be as to products themselvesthat changes in processes of com-
posing should be considered as legitimate an effect of writing pro-
grams as changes in the products of composing. It is not so much
that products are unimportant but that products in writing courses
are most meaningful when they are viewed as aspects of proms:

'rated performances. The intended effects of a writing program
may also be reflected in the attitudes students holdattitudes about
writing, about language in general, and about writing coursesas
well as in teachers' attitudes toward themselves and what they do.
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Toy better understand how intended and unintended effects come
about, we will take a closer look at the five major components of
writing programs.

III. 1. 1. The Cultural and Social Context of writing Programs
The cultural and social context is an extremely important compo-

nent of writing programs, for it imposes certain restrictions or con-
straints on what the writing program can do. Cultural and social
context affects the nature and the number of educational goals and
objectives; it partly determines the curriculum taught; it influences
how teachers teach and how effective they can be; and it contributes
to student performance. The influence of the cultural and social
context can be as substantial as dictating the specific goals of the
program and as insubstantial as influencing the places where stu-dents can purchase text materials, as well the availability of those
materials. The whole notion of a freshman composition program as
a service to other academic departments derives in part from the
influence of cultural and social context. In fact, a recent survey of
writing program directors and teachers found that many of these
academics thought society at large wanted them to serve society by
producing students who could. write "mechanically correct" prose
upon graduation.' The "Back to Basics" movement probably was the
direct result of the influence of social context on the teaching of
writing in colleges and universities.

In the widest perspective, the context includes questions about
the value and uses of literacy in a given society. Much recent work
has examined these questions, for the most part looking at the effectsof literacy in societies undergoing modernization) But there has
been relatively little work done on the functions of literacy in a mod-
ern, technological society or why college students should be taught
composition skills.' In the first decades of the United States as a na-
tion, writing was not so much essential to the working lives ofAmer-
icans as it was to their social and political lives.' In contemporary
American society, however, writing appears to be far more useful as
a vocational skill than as a social skill, at least for college graduates.'

Other influences of the cultural and social context may be more
subtle. In state institutions, for example, class size is often deter-
mined by the amount of money legislated for the operation of the
institution. Another important aspect of context is the students at-
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tending an institution. Which students enroll in the courses in a
writing program is often determined by policy- and decision-makers
who are not themselves directly involved with the program itself. In
state-supported institutions, legislatorssometimes in concert
with administrative officialsdetermine which students and how

many of them cam be admitted to a particular college or university.
The abilities of these students, as well as their own career goals, can
influence the shape of a particular writing program. Postlethwaite
cites evidence from the first National Assessment of'Education Prog-
ress" of variations in the backgrounds of' students which affect the
ways students are able to learn, conditions which ultimately in-
fluence the way disciplines at the college level can be successfully
taught.'" A' considerable body of research suggests that such con-
textual variables as students' academic fields can, independent of'
ability, affect the ways students approach tasks in other fields;" and
Frederiksen's work on "task structure" indicates that strategies em-
ployed for different tasks may be determined both by the nature of
the task and the students' ability," which may differ according to ed-
ucational or cultural background. In addition, Havighurst argues
that the particular roles people play at different ages from preschool
through retirement affect what they expect from education at dif-

ferent ages." Anyone who has been privileged to teach older stu-
dents with full-time jobs and families to support can appreciate the
contextual influence which Havighurst identifies.

While it is not our purpose here to delineate the many ways" by
which the larger cultural and social contexts of' writing programs
may influence the programs themselves, we do wish to illustrate the
importance of these larger contexts. Perhaps the most obvious influ-

ence comes in the limn of admissions policies. Virtually all educa-
tional institutions have altered their admissions policies within the
last decade. The classic example of such policieswhich, in turn,
reflect cultural and societal valuesdirectly influencing writing in-
struction is the case of the City University of' New York. Once a uni-
versity geared primarily to teaching students with above average ac-
ademic preparation, CUNY, because of society-mandated changes
in admissions policies, became responsible for teaching large num-
bers of underprepared students. .When CUNY's admissions policy
became one of' open admissions, new ways of teaching students to
write competently had to he developed. Out of' this need to offer
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writing instruction to 7-iubstantially different student population
came the now well-known work of Mina Shaughnessy' and a host of
others.'"

It seems. to us that any comprehensive evaluation of a college
writing program must explore the cultural and social contexts in
which the program exists, for part of the effectiveness of a program
is directly tied to the extent it is responsive to the cultural and social
context. Only through the examination of larger contextual influ-
ences, which composition teachers and writing program directors
often view as constraints, can one arrive tit an adequate understand-
ing of how and why the program operates as it does.

III. 1. 2. The Institutional Context of Writing Programs
The institutional context of a writing program may often be as (lir-

ficult to pin down as its cultural and social context, because a writing
program is itself a part of its institutional context, constantly shaping
othci. features of the institution and constantly being shaped by
those features.

Sometimes the institutional context can be seen as the constraints,
both positive and negative, which are imposed upon the writing
progi'am by the institution in which it exists. Many of these "con-
straints" take the form of institutional policies; others are reflected
in traditional practices, which may exist independently of any stated
policies. As Rutman has argued, perhaps the best way for the eval-
uator to get a handle on the institutional context is to examine docu-
ments" which outline, among other things, the operating proce-
dures of the institution. For instance, the evaluator may want to
examine the institutional documents relating to the responsibility
and authority of the writing program director to determine if the
institution act daily allows that administrator to direct the program
he/she is responsible for.

In some cases an examination of policy documents may lead to
evaluative judgments directed at different aspects of the institu-
tional context, judgments rendered in hopes of changing that con-
text. One of the more common complaints offered by the writing
program directors who responded to a recent national survey was
that the attitude of tenured professors toward the teaching ofwrit-
ing fostered negative attitudes among junior colleagues and helped
to keep the writing program at a second-class status within the de-
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partment, usually an English department.' The second most com-
monly. cited problem was the ineffectiveness of the administration
of the writing program itself, an ineffectiveness caused, according to
several directors, by the departmental limitations imposed on the
;iositions they hold. Both of these problems suggest that whatever
is wrong with the writing program itself can only be corrected by
changing the basis on which faculty are rewarded and by changing
the procedures under which writing program directors are fOrced to
operate. In these two instances, an examination of the institutional
documentssuch as faculty promotion materialsmay yield more
than mere information that the evaluator could use as background
for an evaluation of a writing program.

Institutional context can influence writing programs in more di-
rect ways as well. The current interest in cross disciplinary writing
courses also results, in part, from pressures brought to bear on com-
position programs from the outside, in this case academic depart-
ments that believe students may actually learn more about a subject
by writing about it.'

Aspects of instruction are also subject to the influence of the in-
stitutional context. Although most of the research in this area has
focused on instruction in elementary and secondary schools,' it is
reasonable to assume that some of the same institutional influences
affect teaching in postsecondary schools as well. Among these possi-
ble influences are the physical layout of the classroom, the attitudes
within institutions toward the teaching of writing, the availability of
duplication facilities and supplies, and the availability of facilities
for conkrences with students.

Adding to the complexity is the fact that a writing program can
also shape the institutional context. For example, in many institu-
tions all beginning freshmen are required to take writing courses.
To the extent that these courses affect the way students perform in
other courses, the writing program may be said to influence aspects
of the institutional context beyond itself. Another potential source
of influence is the size of most writing programs. In many institu-
tions, the composition program ofkrs more classes and uses more
faculty than most major academic departments. Because of its size,
the writing program may directly influence the way available re-
sources are allocated within the college or university and may influ-
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once decisions and recommendations growing out of such groups as
faculty councils and senates.

III. 1. 3. Program Structure and Administration
Program, structure and administration is likely to present the

evaluator with a number of difficulties. Most of these probleMs can
he attributed to the fact that most college writing programs are in
many respects unique, a point made repeatedly by directors who
responded to a recent national survey. 2' Many of the directors sur-
veyed believed that their particular programs were designed and
are administered to accommodate the needs of particular kinds of
students and particular kinds of faculty, thus making it difficult to
discern important or substantive common denominators across dif-
ferent programs. Unlike writing program curricula, which often re-
flect differences in degree rather than kind across programs, pro-
gram structure and administratime can be unique to a particular
institution. In some programs, for example, the writing program
director may be responsible for creating and implementing pro-
grammatic policies; in other programs, the director may simply be
charged with carrying out the policies handed down by, say, a de-
partment head or a curriculum committee. In sonic cases. writing
program directors can determine which teachers will teach writing
courses; in other programs, the director has no control over hiring
practices at all. In some writing programs, teachers are allowed to
teach whatever and however they wish; in other programs, teachers
are required to follow a common syllabus which may dictate both
curriculum and instruction. In some programs, directors are re-
sponsible fin. evaluating the faculty teaching in that program; in oth-
ers, evaluation is conducted by administrators or faculty committees
not associated with the program directly. In some cases, directors
are very concerned about the17tttionships among courses within a
program; in other cases, such relationships are not of great concern.

The point of all this is that program structure and administration
are very difficult to describe with reference to other programs, pri-
marily because this component of writing programs is most sensitive
to the local circumstances. When generalizations across programs
are either difficult or impossible, evaluation becomes even inure
difficult. Evaluators must not only spend considerable time describ-
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ing this complex component, but they must then determine whether
it is effective within the larger context.

III. I. 4. Writing Curriculum: Focus on "What" and ")low"
The curriculum of a given writ ing program may involve a number

of curricular variables, primarily because writing itself' is a complex
activity demanding a larger number of goals and objectives. Be-
cause writing curricula are complex, Ityle's distinction between
"learning that" and "learning how"" is extremely useful. Curricular
variables may be classified either as content in the usual sense of a
body of' knowledge to he learned or as content in the sense of' pro-
cesses which can be applied or used to realize specific ends. In the
courses which make up writing programs, curricular variables are
frequently of both kintls." Many writing courses have as one of their
goals the teaching of different bodies of knowledge as well as teach-
ing the act or process of writing. One body of knowledge consists of
rules governing the use of punctuation marks, definitions of kinds
and types of written discourse. lists of transition words, the concept
of an essay or a paragraph. Other bodies of knowledge (e.g., literary
genre, themes such as death and dying or humor) may provide the
bases for what students can say analytically, or interpretively about a
written text. Ila writing course curriculum reqpires students to ana-
lyze or interpret written texts, it delivers a content in the sense of
processes, processes possibly quite different from those engaged
during the act of writing. Such processes are, of course, themselves
curricular variables. In conducting evaluations of writing courses or
programs, it is always desirable and frequentlV necessary to recog-
nize not only the curricular variables of' the course or program but
also the way or ways these variables interact with one another. For
example, the students' knowledge of' the history of the modern short
story, their knowledge of the principles of literary analysis. and their
knowledge of' composing processes may interact in peculiar ways to
produce better, or worse, freshman writers.

Elements of composition curricula have received much attention
in the literature. Indeed, virtually everything ever said about what
to teach in writing courses falls under the general rubric of curricu-
lum. Subsumed under this general rubric is considerable diversity,
much of which reflects a more-or-less traditional paradigm." One
usefill way of understanding curricula is through the textbooks used,
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and perhaps followed, in the courses which make up the program.
The importance of examining textbooks is suggested by our recent
survey e'writing program directors. In that survey we found great
variation across types of institutions in the kinds of textbooks used
in first- and second-semester freshman composition courses.4

William F. Woods, in a recent review article." proposes a usefid
taxonomy for classifying college' writing textbooks. Woods initially
distinguishes between discipline- and student-centered texts, both
of which make certain key assumptions about what is to be taught in
the course. According to Woods, student-centered texts are gener-
ally expressionist in nature, stressing the natural development of
the student's ability to express his/her thoughts and feelings in writ-
ing. According to Woods. "expressionist" texts regard all aspects of
communication as extensions of the writer: language becomes the
"'writer's voice, audience becomes the "'writer's inner ear. and
logic becomes the writer's vision." (p. 397). Discipline-centered
texts, in contrast, are "interventionist'' in that they assume the in-
dividual needs to be shaped by cultural tradition. From this per-
spective, discipline-centered texts are either language-based (focus-
ing on such matters as usage and style). rhetoric-based (focusing on
traditional or modern concerns of' rhetoric). or logic-based (fOcusing
on the importance of dear thinking). Woods provides a number of
subclasses tinder both language-based and rhetoric-based texts. but
these subclasses need not concern us here; what is important is that
while each type of text may have certain features in common with
other types of texts, the differences among them may very well sig-
nal important differences in the curriculum of which they are a part.
For example, if an "expressionist" text influences a writing curricu-
lum, then one would expect students to do more writing from per-
sonal experience." perhaps in the fOrin of narrations, than they
would if the controlling text were a discipline-centered text.

To distinguish among curricular elements on the basis of what
and how, we may choose to view the components of a composition
curriculum, as Frank J. D'Angelo does, in terms of an "underlying
structure" for composition, a structure that "can be conceived of in
terms of principles and forms. "''' D'Angelo argues that three sets of
discourse principle's and two sets of discourse firms provide this un-
derlying structure. For D'Angelo three general categories of dis-
course principlesmechanical, linguistic, and rhetoricalunderlie
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the teaching of composition. Each of these general categories itself
contains several principle's. Included under the rubric of "mechani-
cal" principles are handwriting, capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling. Within the class of linguistic principle's, D'Angelo includes
the principles of the word, sentence, paragraph, and essay; and three
of the five classical divisions of rhetoricinvention, arrangement,
and styleconstitute D'Angelo's class of rhetorical principles. These
three categories of discourse, principles represent, according to
IYAngelo, "the fundamental laws, rules, and conventions of dis-
course" and together determine "the intrinsic nature of discourse.
In the hands of a writer addressing an audience for a purpose. these
discourse principle's combine to produce discourse firms and are
themselves reflected in those firms. The forms of discourse can, ac-
cording to D'Angelo, be either the traditional discourse' modes
description, narration, exposition. and persuasionderived from
Alexander Bain I" or the modern aims of discourseexpressive. per-
suasive, literary, and referentialas developed by Kinneavy. "
D'Angelo's "underlying structure" of composition can serve evalua-
tors as a very general guide for identifying certain of the curricular
variable's in a composition program. even though Bain's and Kin-
neavy's theories of "forms" are not as easily reconciled as D'Angelo
suggests.

Other useful and important ways of viewing the forms of discourse
composition curricula address appear in the work of Moffett. '2 the
work of Britton and his colleague's at the University of London School
of Education," and the work being carried out under the auspice's of
the Council of Europe." Moffett distinguishes between kinds and
orders of discourse. These distinctions are based on the relationships
among audience, writer, and subject. Moffett's orders are "interior
monologue," "conversation," "correspondence," "public narrative,"
and "public generalization," a progression signaling increasingly
greater distances between writer and audience. Moffett's kinds of
nonfiction discourse are "drama," "narration," "exposition," and "ar-
gumentation," a progression which accommodates greater distance's
between writer and subject. Like Kinneavy's theory of aims and
Moffett's theory of orders, Britton's theory of functions is predicated
on changing distances, both physical and psychological, between
writer and audience or among writer, subject, and audience. His
progression of' discourse functions may be represented as fUllows:
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expressive discourse, poetic discourse, persuasive discourse, and in-
formative discourse. Van Ek, working with the Council of Europe,
specifies six general functions for users of the English language: "im-
parting and seeking factual iliformat ion"; "expressing and finding out
intellectual attitudes," "emotional attitudes." and "moral attitudes";
"getting things done (suasion)," and "socializing" (p. 25). It is impor-
tant to note that these theories have several features in common with
one another, features which suggest that the theorists are as much
concerned with the act of discoursingas with discourse as a product.

Evaluating a writing program curriculum on the basis of discourse
forms and principle's may presuppose the prior knowledge of spe-
cific goals and objectives. If the specific goals and objectives of a
course or program dictate that such principle's and forms be taught
either as content in the sense of what or as content in the sense of
hou., then curricular materials need to be examined carefully to de-
termine how compatible they are with those goals and objectives.

III. I. 5. Writing Instruction: Sequences, Methods, and Media
Instructional Sequences. Not only is it possible to examine and

evaluate writing programs on the basis of the curricular components
reflected in instructional materials, but it is also possible to do so on
the basis of the way curricular cone onents are sequenced for in-
structional purposes. Kin neavy L' proYides a useful system for exam-
ining composition instruction on the) axis of the sequence of eu rricu-
lar elements. lie offers a model of' instruction that consists of eight
components arranged ..tround a circle representing instructional se-
quence. These components are "examples." "analysis," "princi-
ples," "environment and stimulus," "think," "write," "talk," and
"rewrite." Not all of these components are, of cmirse, present in
every instructional situation. In what Kinneavy labels the "Tradi-
tional: Deductive Approach," which reflects the influence of classi-
cal rhetoric, especially Aristotle and Cicero.' the student begins by
studying rhetrical principle's, reads example's illustrating those
principle's, analyzes the examples, receives a writing stimulus,
thinks, writes, perhaps talks about his/her writing, and perhaps re-
writes. In the "Traditional: Inductive Approach," which echoes the
practices of Isocrates, the curricular sequence is somewhat dill
ferent: the student studies example's or models, analyzes the mod-
els, discovers their rhetorical principles, receives a writing stimu-
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hes, thinks about what he/she is to write. writes a piece, perhaps
talks about the piece, and perhaps rewrites the piece.' Using these
same eight components, Kinneavy outlines other approaches to
teaching composition as well: "Example- Stimulus "" "Imitation. "'''
"Behavioral," 14' and "Learn By Doing."" The point of all this is that
instructional sequence can. and prol,ably does. affect how students
learn to write in a composition course. Organizational structures.
such as those outlined by Kinneavy, reflect difft.rent assumptions
about the way language skills are learned and should he taught.

Although other components may need to he added to Kinneavy's,
we believe that diffrrent instructional organizations make (Hermit
assumptions about the content or the curriculum of a writing course
or program. A good illustration of this point is Christensen's "genera-
tive rhetoric, ' = the instructional sequence for one of the courses ex-
amined in the Texas study. In generative rhetoric. one of the under-
lying assumptions is that sentences are structural micromsms of
paragraphs and that paragraphs are structural microcosms of es-
says." Because of its movement from parts of whole discourses (sen-
tences) to larger units of discourse and, finally. to whole discourses,
it is possible to describe the structure of a "generative rhetoric"
course as meristic. Not all writing courses are. needless to say, so
structured. In fact, Shuy has recently argued on theoretical and
pragmatic grounds against what we have called the meristic ap-
proach." Sonic writing courses are structured in just the opposite
way, focusing first on the whole discourses to provide a textual con-
text for exploring discourse particles. As in the Texas study, these
courses might be termed holistic because of their whole-to-part ori-
entation. Still other coursesprobably most writing courses fall
somewhere in between the two exti ies of meristic and holistic.
The claim we wish to make is that t: instructional organization of
curricular components may affect the nature of the program itself'
and how well the students learn in a particular course within that
program.

Identifying the usual patterns of instructional sequence is not chi-
ficult. The evaluator can usually identify sequence wough such
documents as program or course syllabi, instructions landonts, and
assignment sheets. However, as far as we know, here are no al-
together adequate methods for evaluating instructional sequence.
One reason for the absence of adequate methods is the concomitant
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absence of research on instructional sequence in college-level writ-
ing courses. For example. we know of no convincing evidence that a
meristic sequence is better than an Holistic one. or vice versa. Al-
though the Miami sentence-combining study and theNorth Dakota
study of generative rhetoric suggest the greater efficacy of meristic
sequences. the Texas study suggests that holistic and meristic se-
quences are equally effective for certain kinds of students.

We believe that the success of any instructional sequence may be
directly contingent on the cognitive development of the students
the sequence was implemented to serve. Some of the best research
done on teaching writing to developmental students has important
implications for both writing curricula and the instructional se-
quencing of curricular elements in basic writing courses. We do not
know, however, whether the same implications would hold for non-
developmental students. The appropriateness of an instructional se-
quence must be determined, first, in relation to a writing curricu-
lum. which begins in the elementary grades fOr individual students,
and, ultimately. in relation to student performance. Instructional
sequence is one area which could benefit enormously from a few
carefully designed and controlled experimental studies.

Instructional Methods. If composition programs vary with re-
spect to contexts. curriculum. and instructional sequence. they may
vary even more so with respect to instructional methods. Indeed.
Joyce and Weil have identified over 80 different models of teach-
ing. '1' Some of these models are not, of course, ones which are widely
used in composition teaching. but the point is that diversity in teach-
ing practices can complicate writing program evaluation. This diver-
sity can he attributed. in part. to personality differences among
teachers.' In the teaching of composition. one of the most com-
monly used methods of instruction is that which might he labeled as
"traditional classroom discussion": but even within that general
method can be fOund considerable variety. For example, the discus-
sion method is frequently supplemented by student conferences or
writers' workshops. And within tlw area of discussion. methods may
vary considerably. Recently, one of the present authors visited two
writing classes, each taught by a different graduate student enrolled
in a practicuni on teaching freshman composition. In both classes.
discussion centered on assigned readings illustrating the principles
of classification. In one class, the teacher led the discussion from
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a set of questions she had prepared over the readings. questions
focusing on classification systems and membership in classes illus-
trated in the readings. Students responded by attempting to answer
the questions directly, and discussion ensued only when a particular
response to a question was deemed unsatisfactory. In the oilier class,
the general instructional method was also discussion, but the form
of the discussion was more obviously inductive', with the teacher
derivim, each subsequent question from student responses to pre-
vious questions. While' both classes may be labeled as discussion
classes. 'the actual discussion practices and procedures differed sub-
stantially. The problem that writing program evaluators have to lace
is that if the two classes are' compared on the assumption that both
employed like instructional methods and one course proved more
effective in teaching the principle's of classification, that difference
in effectiveness could be attributed to the two different methods of
conducting class discussions. The evaluator must. therefore, be seri-
sitive to what may seem to be subtle differences in instructional
metliods.

In the teaching of composition, a large' number of nontraditional
methods are also frequently used. many of which have' received
th:cumentation in the. literature.. Reflecting both curricular and in-
structional concerns, one usefid recent summary of classroom prac-
tices in the teaching of writing suggests that modern composition
clasvoom practices put greater emphasis on "cooperating in the
process of writing rather than on criticizing the prochwts of compos-
ing.'" than did the practice's of earlier years. This shift in emphasis
in classroom practiceswhich also reflects corresponding, shifts in
curricula and contexts and makes different demands on program
administrationmay be attributable, in part. to the influence of
the Dartmouth Conference with its concern for classroom interac-
tion and activities of learning.' At any rate, the result of this shift in
emphasis has been the' development of new instructional methods.
Of these new methodsmost of which fi)cus on writing processes
two will serve to suggest some of the problems such methods pose
for the evaluator of writing course's.

One widely publicized method is the one advocated by Murray.'
This method, as described by Murray and Carnicelli, involves con-
ferencing with individual students about their writing as it is being
written. The conferences are presumably conducted so that the focus
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of attention is always on the students' writing, with the teacher serv-
ing as a guide to help students through the writing process.'"

A second relatively new instructional method falls under the gen-
eral rubric of collaborative learning, which includes the notion of
peer tutoring as outlined by Garrison" and as popularized by, for
example. Bruffee." Like the conferencing approach to writing in-
struction, collaborative learning places a greater emphasis on the
processes involved in composing. krhen the collaborative model is
used, students presumably have ready access to peers for responses
to their written products and for consultation as drafts are being
written. Both the conferencing approach and the collaborative ap-
proach would seem, by their very nature. to encourage student
writers to develop a sense of the audience that will be reading and
responding to the texts they produce.

While these two approaches, two instructional methods, to teach-
ing writing are widely known and often used in college writing
courses,' considerable variety is possible within both. For people
interested in writing program evaluation, these variations within
general classes of instructional methods are perhaps no less impor-
tant than differences between the classes themselves. We have seen
peer tutoring, for example, used in a number of different waysas a
part of a writing course primarily dependent on more traditional in-
structional methods, as a part of a laboratory course in which peer
tutoring supplements the instruction offered by the teacher of rec-
ord, and as the only means of providing students with evaluations of
the written texts they produce. So too with conferencing. Our con-
cern here is, of course, the concern of the evaluator for describing
accurately instructional methods used in writing courses. Rarely. in
evaluating instruction in any discipline is it sufficient to say that a
course was taught according to this or that general model of instruc-
tion. Accurate descriptions of instructional methods used in college
writing courses and programs must precede evaluations of them.'

Instructional Media. The components of writing curricula and
the instructional methods used to teach writing curricula must not
only be kept separate from one another in the evaluation of a writ-
ing program, but they must also be distinguished from instructional
media. Instructional media may be thought of as delivery systems,
and they interact in the classroom with both curricular compolents
and instructional methods, Until recently, composition specialists
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needed to be concerned primarily with but two instructional media,
the printed word and the spoken word. Now composition special-
ists have to be concerned with other media as well. It is becoming
increasingly common in composition courses, fin- example, to use
television shows and motion pictures to provide the content for stu-
dent writing or to illustrate various principles of communication.''
It is also becoming more common in some quarters to use comput-
ers both to teach students conventional usage and to assist teem in
the actual writing of essays by providing fir interactive use pro-
grams in invention or essay structure and development.' As in the
use of instructional method.:, considerable variety exists in the use of
instructional media, even In the wad particular medium is used.
Again, it is not sufficient in writing program evaluation simply to
identify courses which use computers, because what is important is
the precise way computers fit into the course itself and the purposes
for which they are used.

III. 2. The Effects of Writing Programs

Virtually all evaluationswhether of writing programs or of any-
thing elsehave to be concerned with effects. In evaluating writing
programs, we must be concerned with the many ways those pro-
grams affect peoplethe students, the faculty, and even the society
at large. In the four evaluation studies reviewed in chapter 2, the
effects of writing programs were evaluated almost exclusively in
terms of students' written products. As we pointed out, however.
preoccupation with written products in writing program evaluation
has resulted in a narrow definition of student perfbrinanceone at
odds with much of the current research on composing." In addition
to looking fin programmatic effects within student products. evalua-
tors must also examine changes in the attitudes of both students and
teachers brought about by the day-do-day operation of the program.
The preoccupation with student products has diverted attention
from not only the intended effects of a writing program as expressed
through statements of goals and objectives, but has also obscured
the unintended effects of writing programs. It is important for eval-
uators to realize that whether the source of data is products, pro-
cesses, or attitudes, the effects they measure may he either intended
or unintended.
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The intended effects of a college writing program are typically
either expressed or implied in statements of goals. Ideally, these
statements serve as links between contexts on the one hand and
curriculum and instruction on the other. One of the tasks of the
evaluator of any programwhether a writing program or a football
program or a program for aid to dependent childrenis to deter-
mine what the program is supposed to achieve, its raison detre.
un!:.-s. the intended effects of the program are known, it is impossi-
ble to determine whether they have been realized. A second eval-
uative task, then, is to determine whether the effects intended were
actually produced. Since some effects may be unintended, a third
evaluative task is to identify.those which occurred.

Intended Effects. The literature on evaluation suggests two ap-
proaches to identifying the objectives of a program. The least used
is the goal-free model of evaluation proposed 1w Scriven.." As House
points out, Scriven's concern with goal-free evaluation is a concern
for the reduction of bias.' Scriven has argued that if intirmed of the
goals of a program in advance of the evaluation of it, the evaluator
will likely overlook important "side effects,- what we have labeled
unintended effects. As Scriven puis the matter, "it's risky to hear
even general descriptions of the intentions [i.e., the goals or objec-
tives] because it [sic] h)cuses your attention away from the 'side
:effects' and tends to make you overlook or down-weight them."'
Employing Scriven's goal-free approach, an evaluator would dis-
cover the goals, both the stated and the unstated, during the course
of the evaluation itself.

ScriVen's arguments in favor of goal -free evaluations notwithstand-
ing, must evaluators try to identify the goals c.nd of jectives of the
program during the beginning stages of the evaluat:on. Although
most writing programs appear to operate on the basis of goals and
objectives, statements of them are typically very broad, and very
general and, thereftre, of limited value in determining the exact na-
ture of the program or the courses within a program. Broad, general
statements of goals have much more in common with statements of
good intentions than they do with specific, observable aspects of
writing programs. Most writing program directors and most teach-
ers of writing, for example, see the major goal of freshman writing
programs and courses as the improvement of stud. lt writing."' How-
ever important such statements may seem, they ovide the evalua-
tor with very little information useful in conducting an evaluation.
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What the evaluator needs are statements Of specific goa ?s and objec-
tives. It is usually over the specific goals and objectives of a course
or program that teachers and writing program directors disagree,
even though they may agree on the general goal1tnd objectives.

For an evaluation to he useful, it seems to us that teachers and
writing program directors must agree in advance of the actual eval-
uation on the specific goals or objectives of the writing program and
of the courses included in that program, especially as those goals
and objectives immediately affect students enrolled in the program.
Getting agreement is, however, frequently difficult. Indeed, a re-
cent national survey of teachers' and directors' perceptions of the
goals of freshman writing programs indicates considerable disagree-
ment between the two groups on the matter of goals;" and that sur-
vey combined with a survey of the writing college graduates' iif-Le.
dicates that neither writing program directors nor teachers may
perceive the same goals for college writing programs as people who
have graduated from college. While meetings with the teachers, and
the writing program director may help the evaluator identify some
of the specific goals and objectives. it is unlikely the group will ar-
rive at consensus, except through tht. influence of dominant and
dominating personalities. Weinberg explains the pr. Wm and rec-
ommends a solution:

Now committees in my view can no nu produce wisdom than they
can design a camel. The atmosphere of a committee is too competitive,
too s'erba. Wisdom is a %IT:, personal kind of thing: it flourishes best when

a single mind thinks quietly and consistentlymore quietly and consis-
tently than is possible when one is engaged in the rough-and-tumble of
cotutuitteeship with its often tendentious and personal exchanges. Thus. I
have felt t at some of the most troublesome questions ought to be thought
through y individuals who would then set thoughts down in essays. Out

of many uch essays, written by different piaiPle. could come. if not clar-
ity and guidance, at least a common language in which to conduct the
discourse.'

Such written responses could he analyzed for content.' fir different
statements of specific goals and objectives. These statements could
then be used in connection with the Delphi technique.' The Del-
phi technique invilves collecting statements. such as those sug-
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Bested by Weinberg, SIII ibarizing them. and then circulating the
summary. The group, i this case the teachers and the writing pro-
gram director, is then asked to re-evaluate their positions on goals
and objectives in light of the summary document and then to sub-
mit another statement. These new statements are again summa-
*zed, the summaiy circulated, and revised statements again col-

lected. The pt.( .ss continues until consensus is reached.
The goals at i objwtives for student performance, of course, can

be of many kinds. And whether the Delphi technique or sonic other
method is used to identify them, the evaluatoras well as the teach-
ers and the writing program directormust be able to group or
classify those goals and objectives. One classification system that
frequently appears in the literature o n educational goals and objec-
tives identifies cognitive,' affective. " and psychomotor" goals and
objectives. The usefulness of them three divisions may be that they
allow goals and objectives to he ..lassified according to a consistent
framework which uses a vovabtt'ary most teachers and writing pro-
gram administrators are alrea familiar with. In addition, it allows
an evaluator, or a group of Persons associated with an eyaluatiori:16
determine what might be calle l the "balance" among.the different
types of goals and objectives.
nesses in any taxonomy, compt
bly have goals which address t
the learner. And the more gen
one form or anotherin coil
policy statements, and in cot
prevalent, are psychomotor gotals, for most college programs simply
assume that students have ci»mand of the psychomotor skills nec-
essary for them to perform ac equately"

Other taxonomies can also be used to classify the goals and objec-
tives of college writing cour es and programs that hear on student
performance. As Yow point. out,' (;ague'% categories of learning
chaining (i.e., stimulus-r sponse), verbal association, multiple
discrimination, concept le. rning, principle learning, and problem
solvingcan he used to classify the goals and objectives of an edu-
cational program.7' The/three higher level categoriesconcept
learning, principle learning, and problem solvingseem particu-
larly relevant to many f the goals and objectives of writing pro-
grams and courses. TI se same goals and objectives might -lso be

lthough there arc inherent weak-
sition programs and courses proba-
e cognitive and affective domains of
ral of these goals are often stated in

'ge catalogues, in writing program
rse syllabi. Less obvious, and less
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classified according to Vygotsky's stages of concept formation."
Vygotsky distinguishes among three such stages: (1) the putting "to-
gether a number of objects in an unorganized congeries. or 'heap,'
in order to solve a problem that we adults would normally solve by
forming a new concept" (p. 59); (2) "thinking in complexes" during
which "individual objects are united . . . not only by . . . subjective
impressions but also by bonds actually existing between these ob-
jects" (p. 61); and (3) using true concepts (pp. 61-118). It seems to us
that many instructional activities such as the different kinds of
sentence combining exercisesmight be placed at the different
"cognitive" levels suggested by Vygotsky's stages of concept forma-
tion. Piaget's stages of mental development might also be used as
the basis of a taxonomy of goals and objectives for writing programs
and courses. Piaget distinguishes among four such stag6sthe
sensori-motor, the pre-operational, the concrete operational, and
the formal - operations stage." Also potentially useltil is the well-
known distinction Chmnsky makes between competence and per-
formance.' This distinction is, in fact, applied in a modified limn to
performative goals and objectives by the contributors to The Nature
and Measurement of Competency in English.

We have argued above that evaluation studies typically take the
written texts of students as the primary evidence of the effects of
writing programs. The assumptions underlying this practice are
three: (1) that students' written texts collected under testing condi-
tions are adequate reflections of writing competency, (2) that legiti-
mate inferences about writing course and program effectiveness can
be made on the basis of student texts, and (3) that writing programs
only affect student products. Evaluators have come by this practice
quite naturally: the country's writing assessment expertsthe Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress and the Educational 1.!st-
ing Serviceuse the written texts of students to make inferences
about writing competency and program effectiveness.' In addition,
it is a practice used by most classroom teachers of writing to judge
both the competence of student writers and to gauge the effective-
ness of writing instruction. Most evaluation studiesincluding the
four evaluation studies we reviewed in the previous chapterbase
most of their conclusions on students' written products. Implicit in
all of these evaluations- -from individual classrooms to national at-
tempts at writing evaluationis the assumption that written prod-
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nets represent the ''bottom line" in assessing student perfOrmance
and writing course effectiveness.

In large-scale evaluations, two kinds of student products have
bet n assessed: student responses on standardized tests of writing-
related skills and actual writing samples. Standardized tests are
used in indirect assessments of writing, and writing samples are the
basis of direct assessments. There are strengths and weaknesses in
both forms of assessment. Proponents of indirect assessments argue
that standardized instruments are more reliable than direct assess-
ments and less expensive to administer. Critics of indirect assess-
ments, on the other hand, question the validity of such instruments
as measures of writing ability since examinees usually write no more
than their names. Proponents of direct assessments argue that the
only valid measure of writing competency is a writing sample, in
spite of the fact that they are relatively expensive and difficult to
score and that they predict success in writing courses no better than
indirect assessments.''

But validity can be questioned in direct assessment as well as in-
direct assessment. In recent times the issues of validity in direct as-
sessment has usually been raised with respect to the number and
kinds of writing samples required to assess competency." Further
questions can be raised about the kinds of cognitive abilities direct
assessments measure and the writing tasks themselves. The NAEP,
fOr example. once asked students to write in response to the follow-
ing questions: "What would it be like to be a goldfish? Or an air-
plane? Or a horse? Or a tree? Or any other thing?"' What is being
measured with this assignment? The students' ability to use their
imaginations? lb communicate with a "real" audience? lb show
their knowledge of goldfish, horses, or whatever?

Perhaps a more critica' question hearing on the validity of direct
assessments is their inability to assess writing processes adequately.
Indeed, most direct assessments require that students write in very
hunted time span on an impromptu topic. a topic about which some
of the examinees may have a great deal of knowledge and others
may riot. This procedure runs directly counter to what we know
about how experienced writers compose." If writers do not have
command of the requisite prior knowledge to write about a subject.
then they must have the time to generate ideas on that topic. In any
case, most direct assessments do not provide adequate indications
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of skills in invention. Furthermore, direct assessment does not al-
low for substantial revision, for adjusting a text to the needs of a
"real" audience if one were provided.

Following the lead of numerous researchers who have studied
composing processes, many writing teachers now believe they fol-
low a process-oriented curriculum." Both indirect and direct assess-
ments of writing tell us very little about how students' composing
processes might change as the result of instruction, about whether a
student who habitually stops thinking about a paper at the end of a
single draft might be willing to take a paper through multiple drafts.

Thus products alone may not give an adequate picture of writing
competency. Nor can products alone give adequate information
about the effects of writing programs. While writing programs have
traditionally sought to improve the quality of written products, pro-
grams produce other important effects as well. For example, some
writing programs and many writing teachers have as a goal the de-
velopment of cognitive abilities that allow students to perform bet-
ter in courses in other disciplines. Indeed. many writing programs
claim to teach intellectual processessuch as induction, cledtictum,
and classification--which are fundamental to all academic disci-
plines and are believed to affect the performnces of people after
college. Some students, both during and after writing instruction,
may be able to use skills in reading and thinking without employing
them in writing, thus making direct assessments of writing perhaps
inappropriate indicators of certain intended effects of a writing pro-
gram. In addition to developing control over composing and other
cognitive processes, composition programs also sometimes aim
to produce changes in attitudes which are not reflected in written
products during the term of the course. For at least some students, a
change in attitude toward writing may be just as important as im-
provement in written products. Students who fear writing have
been shown to avoid courses and jobs that require writing." More-
over, writing programs often seek to increase students' appreciation
of written tang' .ige as a medium of communication and means for
self- expression: hese effects may not only he inaccessible through
assessments of written products but may not even occur until some-
time after students have completed their formal courses in writing.

Unintended Effects, Not only must program evaluators be con-
cerned with identifying the intended effects of writing programs
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and courses, but they must also take into account the unintended
effects. One of the best examples of unintended effects is the nega-
tive attitude toward writing that many students bring to the writing
elassmom. Many college teachers attribute these attitudes to error-
oriented instruction in previous courses dealing with writing re-
gardless of discipline. Other unintended effects may be the devel-
opment of misconceptions about writing, both as product and as
process. Some of these misconceptions center on writing processes
such as writing is easy for good writers or that good writers get it
right the first time. Others center on productssuch as every para-
graph should start with a topic sentence or that good writing always
reads like an essay by George Orwell or E. B. White. Not all unin-
tended effects concern students. For example, the required use of a
common syllabus in a particular writing course may cause teachers
to alter their teaching practices to such an extent that they feel they
lose their effectiveness. The number of papers that teachers are re-
quired to grade according to program policy during a term may ad-
versely affect morale in a department. Writing programs have other
unintended effects beyond their immediate confines. Because En-
glish departments have traditionally taught most writing courses,
responsibility for teaching writing has been shunned in other de-
partments, a situation which is changing in many institutions. Fi-
nally. writing programsfOr good or badhave had some responsi-
bility in shaping attitudes toward language and writing held by the
public at large.

III. 3. Interactions Among the Five Components

As we intimated in previous sections, writing program evaluation
must necessarily be concerned with the effects of writing programs.
Which effects are important depends on the way the evaluator
chooses to view the writing program and what questions need to he
answered. As we have seen, writing program evaluators can choose.
for example, to Omit the scope of an evaluation to an examination of
the effects of a particular instructional method on students' written
products. Such an evaluation entails a monistic view of writing pro-
grams, with respect both to effects and to possible causes. That is to
say, such an evaluation is unidimensional in nature, while the writ-
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ing program being evaluated is multidimensional. consisting at least
of a cultural context, an institution context, program structure and
administration, a curriculum, as well as a pedagogy.

To evaluate a writing program unidimensionally is to engage in an
activity similar to the examination of the elephant by the six blind
men. If the evaluator examines only the "trunk" of a writing pro-
gram. the interdependence of all the parts will lw missed. What-
ever the elephant does, it does because its several parts work in con-
cert with one another in a particular environment. So too with
writing programs: no single component can he singled out for exami-
nation if the evaluation truly seeks to understand the cause or causes
of this or that effect Evaluators must be aware of the ways the five
components can combine, or interact, to cause certain effects.

If we consider all the possible combinations of the five compo-
nents, there result 26 possible sets of interactions which deserve
the evaluator's attention. In the most comprehensive' evaluation,
the evaluator would look for the causes of particular effects in the
complex interactions among the cultural context, the institutional
context program structure and administration, the curriculum, and
instructional methods._ In less_ comprehensive evaluations, one or
more of the 25 lesser interactions would be of importance:

1. cultural and social context with institutional context,
2. cultural and social context with program structure and ad-

ministration,
3. cultural and social context with curriculum.
4. cultural and social context with instruction.
5. institutional context with program structure' and adminis-

tration.
6. institutional context with curriculum,
7. institutional context with instruction,
8. program structure and administration with curriculum.
9. program structure and administration with instruction,

10. curriculum with instruction,
11. cultural and social context with institutional context with pro-

gram structure and administration,
12. cultural and social context with institutional context with

curriculum,
13. cultural and social context with institutional context with

instruction,
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'4. cultural and social context with program structure and ad-
ministration with curriculum.

15. cultural and social context with program structure and ad-
ministration with instruction,

16. cultural and soc.al context with curriculum with instruction.
17. institutional context with program structure and administra-

tion with curriculum.
18. institutional context with program structure and administra-

tion with instruction,
19. institutional context with curriculum with instruction,
20. program structure and administration with curriculum with

instruction.
21. cultural and social context with institutional context with pro-

gram structure and administration with curriculum.
22. cultural and social context with institutional context with pro-

gram structure and administration with instruction.
23. cultural and social context with institutional context with cur-

riculum with instruction.
24. cultural and social context with program structure and ad-

ministration with curriculum with instruction,
25. and institutional context with program structure and admin-

istration with curriculum with instruction.

These interactions are vital to understanding, the effects ofa particu-
lar program. In any given interaction, the evaluator can look fbr the
effects of one component on another or of two, three, or four compo-
nents on another component. In the next chapter, we will discuss
how these components and the interactions among them lead to eval-
uation questions which require the use of multiple methodologies.
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Accommodating Context and Change
in Writing Program Evaluation

THROUGHOUT THE PREVIOUS THREE CHAPTERS. WE HAVE Su( ;-
Tested that the complexity of writing programs has done much to
limit the development of adequate evaluative procedures and meth-
ods. Yet the sheer coiplexity of the thing evaluated is not the only
reason the art of writing program evaluation remains in its infancy.
The nature of evaluation itself raises many questions and issues that
should be reexamined in every significant evaluation. We have in
mind those evaluations which have the potential to affect the lives of
others, the kinds of serious evaluations in which evaluation itself is
often an issue. Usually these questions focus on the validity of the
evaluation. Such questions certainly arise when evaluation is mis-
used covertly in the ways outlined by Suchmanas a way to "eye-
wash- in order to call attention to only the good aspects of an oth-
erwise poor program; as a way to "whi.....wash" in order to hide a
program's failure; as a way to "submarine- a program regardless of
its worth; as a way to create the appearance or "posture- of objec-
tivity; and as a way of postponing administrative action under the
pretence of insufficient facts.' Yet questions of validity have been
raised about even the most conscientiously conducted evaluations,
whether of writing programs' or of social and educational programs
generally.'

As we indicated in chapter 1. our central concern in the present
monograph is with validity in writing program evaluation. Our dis-
cussion in chapter 2 of the Northern Iowa. San Diego, Miami. and
Texas studies focused on matters which bear on the validity of those
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evaluations. And in our discussion of the quantitative model of writ-
ing program evaluation, we tried to point out the inherent weak-
nesses and limitations that reduce the validity of results generated.
In the third chapter, we presented the major components of a theo-
retical framework for conducting valid evaluations. We argued that
this framework accommodates or accounts for the five necessary
components of college writing program evaluation: the cultural and
social context of' the program, its institutional context, its structure
and administration, its curriculum, and its pedagogy. At the end of
chapter 3, we suggested that writing program evaluators must look
to complex sets of interactions among those five components in or-
der to develop a comprehensive view of a program and its effects,
both intended and unintended. The first three chapters tithe pres-
ent monograph thus define the "territory" affecting validity in writ-
ing program evaluations.

Validity is the ventral issue addressed in the present chapter as
well. Validity depends on the appropriateness of the evaluation to
the nature of the thing evaluated. In the fdowing section we ad-
dress briefly the development of and the need for two distinctive
approaches to evaluation. In the second section. we point out how
changes in writing programs and in conceptions of writing require
new evaluation procedures and materials. In the third section, We
suggest directions which research must take in order to develop
valid procedures and materials for evaluating writing programs.

IN. 1. Quantitative and Qualitative Methods in Evaluation
Research

Whatever virtues or vices may be discussed with respect to eval-
uation, the issue of validity is always present. Questions about the
validity of a writing program evaluation are often raised because the
data examined and the analytic methods and paradigms employed
are often distrusted by persons who have a professional interest in
the teaching of college writing. Part of this distrust stems, of course,
from the backgrounds of college faculty who are charged with the
teaching of writing. Such persons often have strong literature back-
grounds ' which better prepare them to analyze single written texts
than to analyze enormous amounts of data collected under more or
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less controlled conditions. The research method familiar to most
teachers of writing is the method of the literary scholar who con-
fronts a text fine-on-one. and from such a one-on-one meeting dis-
covers certain truths about life the human condition. and art. As
Eisner has recently argued. there is much to he said for "artistic ap-
proaches to research.' approaches which try. as literary scholars
must do, "to locate the general in the particular." Eisner continues:
'[such approaches] attempt to shed light on what is unique in time

and space while at the same time conveying insights that exceed the
limits of the situation in which they emerge. This is precisely what
Aristotle meant when he said that 'Poetry' was truer than history."'
Yet while there is much value in employing evaluation methods
comparable to those of the literary scholar, it is often impossible to
conduct a comprehensive evaluation of a large program or even a
single course using exclusively those methods. Eva luatlions of writ-
ing programs cannot concern themselves with indiyidual perfor-
mances only, performances which may or may not he/ generalizable;
they must be concerned with the perfOrmances of large groups of
students and often with large groups of teachers. a circumstance
which may demand a combination of several methodologies.

There are good reasons, however, for distrusting the quantitative
aspects of evaluation. for as we pointed out in lair review offithe four
studies, quantitative methods do not necessarily produce useful or
valid results or even reliable results. Thus, a central issue is the ex-
tent to which evaluation should he regarded as a science. Somere-
searchers, for example. have maintained that qualitative methods
and models are highly questionable, as have Campbell and Stanley
in their classic work on research design. Addressing one particular
qualihtive method, Campbell and Stanley write that the case study
approach typifies "the error of misplaced precision" and that "It
seems well-nigh unethical at present to allow. as theses or disser-
tations in education, case studies..." Very recently, the quantita-
tive bias of Campbell and Stanley has been reiterated by Rossi and
Wright: "There is almost universal agreement among evaluation re-
searchers that the randomized controlled experiment is the ideal
model for evaluating the effectiveness of public policy. If there is a
Bible for evaluation, the Scriptures have been written by Campbell
and Stanley."' Yet even Campbell," as well as other such noted
quantitative researchers as Cronbach.' now apparently finds quail-
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tative methods more acceptable. Speaking directly to the concerns
of the evaluator. Kemmis addresses the quantitative/qualitative dis-
tinction in the Wowing way:

Too often evaluators assume that their clients want them to collect a
holy of "objective" test data so that the clients can make decisions about

educational programs: it is assumed that these decisions follow by im-
plication from the evaluation data. In their sophistication. the evaluators
may forget that the data they give to their clients create only a bare
skeleton of the many-sided reality of the program. It is cold and unyield-
ing to the technically inexpert eye: it does not adequately render the liv-
ing reality of people, events, and issues in day-to-day program operation.
Furthermore. the reality it does create, that of outcomes achieved and
not achieved. presentd in scores, tables. and graphs. may actually mi-
lead program personnel insofar as it leads them to value those things that
the valuator can measure at the expense of those aspects of the situation
too elusive to be captured by his ineasurements.IP

One of the fundamental differences between quantitative and
qualitative methods is the role of the researcher: in a quantitatiVe
study, the researcher stands :part from the object of study. but in a

qualitative study, the researcher 1...t..comes something of a partici-
pant. intent on being able to represent the complexity of the act ivi--
ties under study.

But this difference between the roles evaluators play in quanti-
tative and qualitative approaches to evaluation is not to be taken
lightly as a simple difference in procedure. Quantitative and qualita-
tive methods embody fundamentally diflerent theories about both
the nature of reality and about the nature of knowledge and knowl-
edge acquisitions. Patton. one of the better known authorities on
evaluation, contrasts the two methods and indicates the historical
evolution of the two often competing paradigms:

Evaluation research is dominated by the largely unquestioned. natural
science paradigm of hypothetico-deductive methodology. This dominant
paradigm assumes quantitative measurement. experimental design, and

multivariate. parametric statistical analysis to be the epitome of "good"
science. This basic model for conducting evaluation research comes from

the tradition of experimentation in agriculture. which gave us many. of
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the basic statistical and experimental techniques most widely used in
evaluation research. . .

By way of contrast, the alternative to the dominant . . . paradigm is
derived from the tradition of anthropological field studies. l'sing the
techniques of open-ended interviewing and personal observation. the al-

ternative paradigm relies on qualitative data. holistic analysis, and de-
tailed description derived from dose contact with the targets of study.
The . . '. natural science paradigm aims at prediction of social phenom-

ena: the holistic-inducthe, anthropological paradigm aims at under-
standing of social phenomena,"

The central question is. of course, whether evaluation research
ought to represent itself through its methodology as a hard science
after the manner of chemistry or physics or as something closer to
research in the humanities or the social sciences. In educational re-
search in general 12 and in evaluation research in particular." there
seems to he a trend toward selecting among a variety of methodolo-
gies, in part because neither the natural science, social science. nor
humanities approach is necessarily the correct one." As Patton puts
the matter, "The debate and competition betwt en paradigms is
being replaced by a new paradigma paradigm of choices. The
paradigm of c:ioices recognizes that different methods are appropri-
ate for different situations."

IV 2. Changing Perceptions of Writing, Ever-changing
, Writing Programs

The changes in assumptions about program evaluation that we
have described reflect broad changes in higher education in the years
following World War II. The extension of educational opportunities
to persons who traditionally had not attended college changed higher
education from an essentially elitist to a fundamentally egalitarian
institution. Most affected by these dramatic changes were programs
teaching basic skills, especially introductory mathematics and writ-
ing programs. College and universities were simply not prepared to
instruct the different kinds of students that appeared in large oinn-
hers on their campuses.
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The changing student populations brought established methods
of teaching writing into question. In 1961, Kitzhaber described two
predominant ways of teaching writingthe literature approach and
the rhetorical approach.' By the end of the 1950s, these approaches
to the teaching of writing were recognized by some faculty mem-
bers as inadequate. In 1959, Warner Rice called for English depart-
ments to stop teaching what they did not know how to teach and to
return to the teaching of literature.' Further changes in American
society during the 1960s accelerated the decline of the traditional
approaches. The decade of the 1960s was the decade of liberal ide-
als: authority was challenged. requirements were dropped, and the
written word was no longer sacrosanct. As Brent recollects:

Students were turning in collages instead of essays in many composi-
tion courses. In one course in American literature taught by a teachi ig-
assistant office-mate of mine, the students didn't write papers at all. T ley

ii

baked bread. Evidently, somewhere along the line. Thoreau produced a
recipe for bread. and the students baked accordingly. They would line up
outside the office with their loaves and approach my friends desk where
he had a paper plate and a big knifC. He could cut a hunk off each loaf,
chew it for fifteen seconds or so. progressively more slowly and slowly as
his expression became more and !mire sagacious. and finally he would
look at the student and say, -13 plus" or "A aunt's,"

Ironically, the same liberal ideals that led in some places to the abol-
ishment of freshman English as a required course eventually led to
the reintroduction of writing into the college curriculum in a much
more substantial way than ever befOre. College and universities
nationwide relaxed their entrance requirements or made provisions
fin- special admissions, giving access to higher education to a large
segment of the population that previously had not attended college.
The problem was not confined to institutions with open-admissions
policies. Established universities, such as the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, found that a majority of students from middle-class
backgrounds could not write -college-level" prose.

During the 1960s, another major change occurred in the social
context that will likely alter substantially the nature of writing pro-
grams. This change was not obvious to us until we conducted a strati-
fied survey tithe writing of college-trained people in the work force.'`'
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A though a great deal of anecdotal evidence has been collected that
indicates writing is an important skill on the job, and several spe-
cialized surveys of writing in business and industry have been con-
ducted, my one to our knowledge had attempted to survey a cross
section of college graduates. We obtained a sample of 2(X) individu-
als which adequately fit the U.S. Department of Labor statistics on
the distribution of college-educated people in the American work
force. Over three - fourths of these college-trained people are em-
ployed in technical, professional, and managerial occupations, and
fully half of all college-educated people are in technical and profes-
sional occupations. For all respondents the average total work time
spent writing was 23.1 percent, or over one day in a five-day week.
Nearly three-fOurths of the people sampled claimed to spend 10 per-
cent or more of their work time writing. Only four people claimed
never to write while on the job. All of the people in technical and
professional occupations wrote on the job, spending on the average
29 percent of total work time writinga figure higher than fir any
other occupational group. What we found out about writing on the
job runs directly counter to the views of many in academe about the
importance of writing after college, a view still articulated by both
faculty and students and accepted as fact by the Commission on En-
glish in 1966.4" Wri*ing is an important and frequently used skill
across all major caw,. 'ries of occupations that college graduates are
trained to enter. We are suggesting that it was not coincidental that
the literacy crisis occurred at a time when many coil ges and uni-
versities were reducing v:. 'bashing their writing pri\grams while
the jobs that their graduates obtained required both chore writing
and more .complex and diverse kinds of writing.

From the perspect've of the early 1980s, we can see two major
developments stemming from the inadequacy of the traditional
approaches t ' the teaching of writing and the public outcry over
the literaef crisis." Both deve162ments are related, and both are

y

founded/upon relationships between writing and thought. The
more general development is the growing emphasis un processes in
writing: 'the more specific development is the writing-across-the-
curriculum movement,21 a development which seems to have re-
sulted as much from pressure brought tobear on English depart-
ments from the outside as from any measurable commitment to the
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concept from inside English departments. Among the more visible
manifestations of these two developments have been the fidlowing:

I. Writing is no longer taught only in the English department or
only in the freshman year.

2. Writing courses are recognized to have special needs, espe-
cially special training for their instructors.

3. Students write different types of writing for different audi-
ences and purposes instead of themes.

4. The instruct es role has changed from strictly that ofan eval-
uator to that of a coach.

5. Writing is taught by having students write instead of by lec-
ture or discussion of readings.

6. Writing is not defined as a static product."
The movement toward teaching writing as a process goes beyond
merely having students write multiple drafts. It reinterprets the
function of writing in the overall curriculum. Writing becomes a
way of discovery. Students write not only to report what they know
but also to discover connections of which they were not previously
aware. Students can evaluate their ideas when they write because
the ideas become explicit. Moreover, writing fOrces students to be-
come active learners of a subject, to participate in the vital discus-
sions of a discipline.

As we have pointed out in our discussion of the quantitative model
the change in the nature of writing courses also called into question
prevailing ways of evaluating writing programs. The British Schools
Council recognized this inadequacy when it commissioned a study
of the writing development of children in British schools, not on'the
basis of quantitative measures such as clause length but in terms of
the functions of what they wrote.." The work of the Schools Council
research team, James Britton and his University of London col-
leagues, came to the conclusion that the great majority of texts writ-
ten by schoolchildren were lifeless efforts addressed to the teacher
as examiner.21 When the interests of writing teachers and research-
ers turn to questions of process and Ityktion, the measures devel-
oped for pretest-posttest evaluatioo/become inappropriate. At the
same time, the expert-opinion approach to evaluation can be of lit-
tle help because it lacks the theoretical underpinnings necessary to
address questions of process and function. Significantly, Britton and
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his colleagues had to develop a theory of discourse in order to make
judgments about the fUnctions of writing in British schools, The
changes in the nature of program evaluation, in writing programs,
and in research in writing underscore the need fbr developing alter-
native models for writing program evaluation.

IV 3. Questions for Evaluators

Patton's notion of a "paradigm of choices" is a useful one because
the complexity of writing programs, we believe, precludes the use
of a single approach in evaluation. Approaches to evaluation are, in
effect, models of evaluation, such as the model we extracted from
the four evaluation studies reviewed in chapter 2. The number of
specific approaches to evaluation found in the literature is large, al-
though none specifically addresses the problems of writing program
evaluation.45 From the standpoint of the evaluator of writing pro-
grams, the emergence of a "paradigm of choices" is fOrtuitous. Such
a paradigm may lead to a synthesis of world views wkel: will allow
much greater latitude in deciding which kinds of data can be validly
used in writing program evaluations and much greater latitude in
the interpretation of those data. This is not to say that a "paradigm
.4)f choices" reduces the number of questions about the validity of
materials or procedures. To the contrary, such a paradigm increases
exponentially that number. While a "paradigm of choics. increases
the options available to the evaluator, it does not eliminate the
sential and fundamental differences in world view that the choices
represent.

Knowledge of' and skill in using qualitative approaches may very
well extend our, vision of writing program evaluation beyond its
present moorings in product-oriented, pretest-posttest definitions
of program effectiveness to the contexts of programs and the pro-
cesses of learning and composing, but at the same time it foices us
to decide which aspects of context, which aspects of learning, and
which aspects of composing are worth the considerable effort and.
cost demanded by close obseivation. But it is only through a plural;
ism of approaches that evaluators will probably ever be able to ad-
dress the complex sets of interactions among the components of
writing programs posited at the end of chapter 3 or will probably
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ever he able to become sensitive to the rapid ever-changing nature
of the thing evaluated.

As college and university writing programs continue to change in
response to society's demands fOr a literate populace and in response
to an ever-growing body of knowledge about both the products and
processes of writing, evaluators will have to address increasingly
complex questions and issues, and they will have to develop per-
haps equally complex evaluations and procedures to address such
questions and issues. The interactions among the five components
specified at the end of chapter 3 can serve as a heuristic for identify-
ing some of these questions.

One category of questions focuses on the writing program itself.
For example. the interaction among social context, institutional con-
text, and program structure might produce a question such as "What
is the status of the academic unit responsible for developmental or
remedial instruction?" This question would take into account the at-
titude of the society at large toward the students in the program,
the institutional commitment to the education of those students,
and the organization of a writing program that distinguishes be-
tween developmental and nondevelopmental students. A question
such as "flow successful are graduates of a developmental writing
program in subsequent courses and in the world of work ?" would
necessarily involve all five components.

A second category of questions focuses oaf evaluation. We will
group these questions according to the finer constituencies of writ-
ing programs identified in chapter 3: the society, the institution, the
program including its teacher and administrators, and the student.

One set of questions concerns the effects of writing programs on
society. These questions might include:

1. Does the writing program affect the value its students place on
the written language once they leave college?

2. Does the writing program. through its students and graduates,
make the public sensitive to abuses of language?

3. Does the writing program help make the public aware of dif-
ferent rises of languages for different purposes?

4. Does the writing program affect the social and economic status
of its students and graduates?

5. Does the writing program send students into the world better
able to adapt the processes and products of writing to novel situations?
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6. Does the writing program foster the development ofcognitive
skills that have application beyond writing?

7. Does the writing program contribute substantially to the oper-
ation of a democratic society, a society which is predicated on the
assumption of a literate populace?

8. Does the writing program produce students and graduates who
write in order to make sense of their experiences as human beings?

A second set of questions might focus on the elects of a program
on the institution which houses it. These questions might include:

1. Are students capable of writing intelligently and clearly about
specialized topics in disciplines other than English?

2. Arc improvements in writing lost after students leave
the composition program?

3. Now does the writing program influeoce admissions require-
ments at a particular institution?

4. Does a writing program allet the number of degrees awarded
at a particular institution?

5. lb what extent does the size of a writing program afle the
number of other courses offered?

6. flow does a writing program atlect the makeup of the faculty at
a particular institution?

7. lb what extent does a writing program promote communica-
tion among faculty and students in different disciplines on the basis
of a common interest in written language?

8. Now does the attitude of the composition teacher toward the
teaching of writing and ttmattd students of writing contribute to the
attitudes of students toward the written language in general?

.either set of questions might be directed to interactions of vari-
ut kinds among the components of writing programs. Among these

questions are:
1. How does a writing program affect the attitudes of teachers in

the program?
2. Now does at writing program affect the professional status of

teachers in the prograrn?
3. Now does the use of a required syllabus affect what and how

particular teachers teach?
4. flow do the support services and equipment 'such as typing

and copying services and audiovisual equipment) allect how well a
teacher can teach?
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5. How does the classroom itselfits size, arrangement, etc.
affect how well a teacher can teach?

6. How does the personality of a writing program director affect a
writing program?

7. How does the process of administrative decision making affect
what teachers and students do in a writing class?

8. flow does the unifOrmity or lack of uniformity influence what
teachers and students do in a writing class?

9. How does the selection of text ii:lteriais affect the nature of
curriculum?

A fourth set of questions could l'oeus on the effects of writing pro-
grams on students. Such questions might be:

1. Do the theoretical underpinnings of a curriculum affect what
students learn?

2. Do differing methods of delivery affect what students learn?
3. Do students' attitudes toward writing change as a result of be-

ing in a writing course?
4. Do curriculum and instruction affect students' awareness of

their own composing processes?
5. Does the amount of time spent writing affect how well a stu-

dent learns to write?
6. Does what a student learns in a writing course affect perfOr-

mance in subsequent courses?
7. Does the sequence of curricular elements affect how well a stu-

dent learns to write?
8. What effect does instruction in critical reading have oat the de-

velopment of writing ah1lities?
Such questions as these are not easy ones to answer. They probe

the nature and effects of writing programs. They address a complex
and variously defined process called "learning to write.- Further-
more. they consider "learning to write" as a process that extends
beyond the classroom, that writing has important functions for both
individual learners and society at large.

In the face of such complexity, the impulse is to turn away, either
leaving writing program evaluations to others or concluding that
sound evaluations of writing programs are impossible to achieve.
Neither alternative is acceptable to our profession. By attempting to
answer such questions, we can better .come to know what we do,
how we do it, and why it is important. If answers are possible, they
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are obtainable only through a pluralistic approach to evaluation that
acknowledges the history of writing and the teaching of writing,
builds on theories of learning and language, and incorporates a vari-
ety of evaluation methodologies and procedures.
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16. Sentence Combining: improving Student Writing Without linIna/
Grammar Instruction. Research Report no. 15 (Champaign: National
Council of li.achers of English. 1973).

17. !Liken Keret:. and Nlorenberg. "Using 'Open' Sentence-Combining
Exercises in the College Composition Classroom.- in Sentence Com-
bining and the liiching of Writing. p. 168,

18. Many of the rhetorical principles were obviously drawn from the work
of Francis Christensen, as evidenced in Strong,'s .Sentence Combining:
A Composing Hook. The North Dakota study' of generative rhetori, -
which was designed. in part. as a replication of the Miami study
yielded similar results in both syntactic features and holistic scores
(Faigley, "The Influence of Generative Rhetoric"). Although the North
Dakota study has many of the sante weaknesses as the Miami study. the
rhetorical assumptions were made more deliberately a part °fa curricu-
lum. primarily because the Christensen materials make many of these
rhetorical assumptions explicit.

19. On these matters, see the investigators' comparisons pithy two courses.
pp. 1090-1103.

20. Stephen P. Witte and Lester Faigley. A Comparison of Analytic and
Synthetic Approaches to the Paching of College Writing. TWR(: Re-
search Report no. I (Austin: Department of English.
1981). ERIC Doc, no. El) 209 677.

21. A Theory of Discourse (1971: reprint. New York Norton. 198(1).
22. These purposes and modes of discourse were presented through a course
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syllabus supplemented. %viten available. by parallel treatments from
Michael E. Adelstein and Jean Pival's The riting Commitment (New
York: Ilarourt. 1976) and by exemplary readings from Randall E.
Decker's (ed.) Patterns in Exposition 6 (Boston: Little. 1975). For in-
struction in the conventions of standard written English. students re-
lied on jini W. Corder's Handbook of Current English (Glenview, IL:
Scott, oresman. 1978).

23. -A Conceptual Rhetoric of the Composition, College Composition and
Communication 22116);1): :345-54.

24. Susan W. Wittig, Steps to StuctureCambridge. MA: Winthrop, 1975).
25. Because the text materials for the meristic option relied on consider-

able grammatical terminology. teachers employing this approach used
J. C. Blumenthal's English .3200; A Programmed Course in Grammar
and (*sage (New York.. Ilarcourt. 1972), a programmed grammar text to
teach students grammatical slialmlary and to teach them conventional
usage. As part of the second option's curriculum. English 3200 was in-
tended to provide students with the competencies that would enable
them to complete the more sophisticated sentence-level exercises avail-
able interactively by computer. See Susan W Wittig, Dialogue (low's

Conduit. 1975). and -Dialogue: Project (: -BE Drill and Practice,
Pipeline 4 (1975): 20-22. These exercises, in turn. prepared students to
handle the treatments of paragraphs and essays in Wittig,s Steps to
Structure.

26. The research design as well as the comparisons are presented in detail
in Witte and Faigley, A Comparison of Analytic and Synthetic Ap-
pahes, pp. 7-10. 295-300.

27. John A. Daly. and Michael 1). Miller. -The Empirical Del elopment of
an instrument to Measure riting Apprehension." Research in the
kaching of English 9 (1975): 242-49,

25. A. L. Raygor. McGraw-Hill Basic Skills Sihte Reading Test: xam-
iner's Manual (New York: McGraw-flill. 1970).

29. A. L. Raygor.: McGraw-Hill Basic Skills System Writing "lest. xam-
iner's Manua/ (New Nrk MGraw-11in. 19701. r the two Ma ;raw.
Ilill tests, rms A and B were used. with one class on each side (dead'
principal comparison receiving Form A as a pretest and one class on
each side of each principal comparison receiving limn B. For the post
test the forms were reversed for each section.

30. The topics are reproduced in %kith. and Engley. A Comparison of Ana-
lytic and Synthetic Approaches, pp. 13-16. Posttest data were collected
during the last week of classes and during the final examination period.
Because the essays the students wrote were used in computing course
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grades, they were photocopied for holistic scoring prior to their having
been marked by the teachers for return to the students. Students were
given extra credit for completing the two McGraw-Ilill tests.

31. Interrater reliabilities fOr the two narrative-descriptive essays were
computed hi be .76 iind .78, respectively: and for the two arguenta-
tive essays. they were computed to be .82 and .84. respectively. The
AkGrat -Hill Reading l.t and Writing st and the Miller-Daly VAT
were computer scored. Data from each comparison were submitted to
analyses of covariance, with pretest scores used as ovariates to control
fOr pretest difieremes.

:32. See %Ville and Faigley. A Comparison (if Analyti and Synthetic Ap-
proaches. pp. 127-242.

:31. These analyses are presented in Witte and Engle.% A Comparison of
Analytic and Synthetic Approaches. pp. 243-49. Set. also Faigley. Daly.
and Witte. "The Role of Writing Apprehension in Writing Performance
and Competence.- journal of Educational Research 75 (Sept.-Oct.
1981): 16-21.

31. Type 2 errors occur when statistical power is inadequate to accept the
null hypothesis. Statistical power in the Texas study was low owing to
the small number of snhpects in each call. B. ). Winer suggests that .30
and .20 levels of significance may he more appropriate under these con-
ditions than .05 and .01. See Statistical Principles in Experimental De-
sign. 2d ed. (New York: McGraw -hill, 1971). p. 14.

35. On this point see Lee Odell's discussion in -Defining andd-Assessing
Competence in Writing.** in The Nature and Measurement of Compe-
tency in English. ed. Charles R. Cooper (Urbana: National of

Teachers of English. 1981). pp. 107-8: Gabriel Della-Piana, Lee Odell.
Charles Cooper. and George Endo. "The Writing Skills Decline: So
What?" in The Test Score Decline: Meaning and issues, ed. Lawrence
Lipsitz (Englewood ( :lifk: Educational liholog,y Publications, 1977),

pp. 163-86.
:36. J. C. Seegars, -The Emu of Discourse and Sentence Structure.- Ele-

mentary English 10 (1933): 51-54; Lois V Johnson, "Children's Writing
in Three Forms of Composition.- 1.3h/uitary Enaish 44 (1967): 265
69; L. Ramon Veal and Murray Tillman. "Mode of Discourse Variation

in the Evaluation of Children's Writing,- Research in the baching cif
English S (1971)::37 -45; Marion Crowlmrst and Gene 1.. Pihe. "Audi-

ence and Mode of Discourse Effects on Syntactic Complexity' in Writ-

ing at Two Grade Levels," Research in the Teaching of English 13 (1979):

101-9; Faigley, "Names in Search of a Concept.-
37. As fr as we know, composition researchers have always treated holistic

scores as though they represented a continuous variable, like age or
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weight. However. holistic evaluation involves placing essays into cate-
gories or groups according to their relative quality. Unlike a variable
such as age. a holistic score can he no higher than the number assigned
to that particular category of essays, the numerical "value" of the essay
representing simplY a name for a category. It may he argued that it
makes no more sense to treat a holistic score as though it were a lunteri-
rid value than it does to assign it number name to sex or race and then
treat the data as numerical. What would it mean if we were to say that a
given population had an average racial makeup of .1.85? Perhaps holistic
scores should be treated as categorical rather than numerical data. This
is. however. a topic tar too technical for full treatment here. although it
is one to which researchers should address themselves. The issue, of
course, has a number of implications not only for the evaluation of writ-
ing courses and programs but for writing research in general and for the
work of the Educational Testing Service in particular.

38. Sarah W Freedman, "Influences on Evaluators of Expository Essays:
Beyond the Text." Research in the Pitching of English 15 (1981): 245
55; and Freedman and Robert (Alm.. "Holistic. Assessment of Writing:
Experimental Design and Cognitive Theory" (unpublished MS).

3. A Framework for Evaluating College Writing Programs

1. Ralph W Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and instruction (Chi-
cago: Univ. of Chicago Pr.. 19501: and "The Functions of Measurement
in Improving Instruction." in Educational Measurement. ed. E. FLirc---
(joist (Washington. DC: American Council on Education. 19511. pp.
47-67.

2. On this matter. see Abell Lewy, *The Nature of Curriculum Evalua-
tion." in nandhook (if Curriculum Evaluation. Pd. Arieh IA'wy ( Paris
and New York: UNESCO and I ,ongtnan, 1977). pp. 10-11. Tyler's model
has been criticized by Robert E. Stake. "Language. Rationality and As-
sessment." in Improcing educational Assessment. ed. W. II. Beatty
(Washington. D(:: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel-
opment. 1969), pp. 14-40, for not adequately accommodating process
variables or the conditions which give rise to products. The Tyler model
has also been criticized for similar reasons by Michael Striven, "The
Methodology of Evaluation." in Perspectives on Curriculum Evalua-
tam. ed. Ralph W Tyler (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1967), pp. 39-83:
and by G. V. Glass, The Growth of Evaluation Methodology (Boulder:
Laboratory of Educational Research, Univ. of Colorado, 19691.

3. on this matter, see House, Evaluating with Validity. p. 27.
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4. See Stephen P. Witte, Roger I). Cherry. and Paul R. Meyer. The Goals
of &oilman Wriang Programs as Perceired by a National Sample of
College and t riirersity Writing Program Director, and Tharhen, F1PSF.
Grant G(N08005896, Technical Report no. 5 (Austin: 1Vriting Program
Assessment Office. Univ. oflexas. 1982). ERIC Doc. no. El) 216.395.

5. See, for example. Jack Goody. Domestication of the Surage Mind (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge Univ. Pr.. 1977), Literacy in Traditional Societies
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Pr., 1969): Eric A. Havelok. Origins
of Western Literacy (lbronto: Ontario Institute for Studies in Educa-
tion. 1976).

6. See Richard Ohmann. English in America (New York: Oxford Univ. Pr.,
1976); and Shirley Brice Heath, "The Functions and Uses of Literacy,"
Journal of Communication, 30 (1980): 123-33.

7. Heath. "Thward an Ethnohistory of Writing in American Education."
in Writing: The Nature. Development. and Teaching of Written Com-
munication: Volume I. Variation in Writing: Functional mul Linguistic-
Cultural Differences. ed. Marcia Farr Whiteman (Hillsdale. NJ:

Lawrence Erlbalim, 1981). pp. 15-45.
8. Lester Faigley. Thomas P. Miller. Paul B. Meyer. and Stephen r Witte.

Writing after College: A Stratified Surrey of the Writing of College-
Trained People. F1PSE Grant 0008005896. lechnical Report no. 1

(Austin: Writing Program Assessment Office, Univ. of Texas. 1981).
ERIC Doc. no. El) 210 701.1.

9. T. Neville Postlethwaite, "Determination of General Educational Aims
and Objectives," in handbook of Curriculum Evaluation. esp. pp.
56-60. Postlethwaite's sourer is F. B. Winner. What Is National Asvess-

mere (Ann Arbor: National Assessment of Educational Progress. 1970).
10. In fact. the Comptroller General's Report to the Congress, The Na-

timd Assessment of Educational Progress: Its Results Need to He Made
More Usefid (Washington. DC: U.S. General Accounting Office. 1976)
criticized the first assessments for NAEP's failure to take into account
the students' varying backgrounds.

11. Set' Roy I). Goldman and David J. Hudson. Multivariate Analysis of
Academic Abilities and Strategies fur Successful and UnsuccessfUl Col-
lege Students in Different Major Fields." Journal of Educational Psy-
chology 65 (1973):. 364-70; and Boy D. Goldman and Rebecca Warren,
-Discriminant Analysis of Study Strategies Connected with Grade Suc-
cess in Different Major Fields." Journal of Educational Measurement
10 (1973): 39-47.

12. Carl Frederiksen. "Abilities. Transfer and Information Retrieval in Ver-
bal Learning." Multirariate Behavior Research Monographs 2 (1969):
1-82.
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13. N. Havinghurst. Deehipmentai Risks and Education. 3d ed. (New
York: David McKay. 1973).

14. There is a considerable literature available on the subject of cm:flesh:al
influences on educational programs. See. for example. Raymond S.
Adams. Richard M. Kimble. and Marjorie Martin. "School Size. Orga-
nizational Structure and Teaching Practices." Educational Administra-
tion Quarterly 0 (Autumn 1970): 15-31:. Egon G. Gnba and Charles E.
Bidwell. Administrative Relationships: reacher Effectiveness. teacher
Saashrtion and Administrative Behaviour (Chicago: Midwest Admin-
istration Centre, Unix . of Chicago. 1957): and Ralph W Larkin. "Con-
textual Influences on Teacher Leadership Styles." Sociology 41 Edit-
Cal On 46 (1973): 471-79. Jacque Hamm in his 1960s treatise on the
American university. discusses many political and social influences of
context on higher education in this country. See his The American Uni-
versity: How It Runs. Where It is Going (New York: Harper. 196S).

15. "Diving In: An Introcluction to Basic Writing." College Composition
and Communication 27 (19761: 234 -39; Errors am l Expectations: A
(:aide for the Teacher of Basic Writing New York: OxfUrd Univ. Pr..
19771. See also Shaughnessy's review of research in basic writing: "Basic
Writing." in Paching Composition: 10 Bibliographical Essays. ed.
Gary Tate (Fort Worth: Texas Christian Univ. Pr.. 1976). pp. 137-67.

16. Many writers might be cited here. Among those are several of the es-
sayists represented in two recent collections: Walker Gibson (ed.) New
Students in Two-Year Colleges: iivelre Essays (Urbana: National (:owl-
eil ofTeaehers of English. 1979) and Lawrence N. Kasden and Daniel R.
I 'ocher (eds. I Basic Writing: Essays fur Pachers. Researchers, and Ad-
ministrators (Urbana: National Council orkachers of English, 1940).
On some of the specific needs of basic writers. Andrea A. lmsfUrd's
"Cognitive Development and the Basic Writer," College English 41
(Sept. 1979): 39-46. is an especially important essay. Also relevant is
Muriel Harris's "Individualized Diagnosis: Teaching file Causes. Not
Symptoms, of Writing Deficiencies," College English 40 (Nov. 1978):
318 -33. and Harvey S. Wiener's "Basic Writing: First Day's Thoughts
on Process and Detail," in Eight Approaches to paching Composition.
ed. Timothy. R. Donovan and Ben W McClelland (Urbana: National
Council of Teachers of English, 1981), pp. S7-99.

17. Leonard Rutman. Planning Useful Evaluations: Eraluability Assess-
ment, with a "Mansard" by Joseph S. Wholey (Berkeley and London:
Sage, 1980), esp. pp. S9-104.

IS. See Witte, Meyer. Miller, and Faigley, A National Survey of College
and University Writing Program Directors, pp. 104-5.
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19. Mir discussions by various hands of the "writing ;Truss the curriculum"
movement, see Fuliler and Art Vosingle(N.1. 14inguagrninnee-
tions: %Vriting and Reading Across the Curriculum (1. rhana: National
Council of Teachers 01 English, 19821. See also Peters. "Writing Across
the Curriculum.-

20. A fair amount of this research is summarized in Eric. !trill°. "Con-
textual Inflnenes on li.achers. hisleact finial Approaches." Journal of
(7urrit.ulutti Studies 12 tI9 01.. .49- 60.

21. See \Ville. Nleyer, filler. and lsigley. A National Surrey of College
atul rtiitersity Writing Program /)irertors, esp. pp. 112-16.

22. Gilbert Ityle, The Concept of Mimi New lOrk: Barnes. 1919). pp.
59-60.

23. (:onsiderable evidence of both kinds oVesirricishir variables is presented
in Stephen P. \\lite and Paid 11. Meyer with Thomas 1'. M iller. .A Na-
tional Surrey of College and rnirersity ii.achers of Vrriting. FIPSE
Grant ( ;908005891i, 1Cclinial Report no. .1 (Austin: Writing Program
Assessment (Mice, Univ. of lexas. 1982). ERIC no. E1) 219 779.

24. See Richard E. lining. "Paradigms and Problems; Needed Research in
Rhetorical Invention. Research on Composing: Points of 1)epar-
tore. pp. 29-47. James A. Berlin and Robert P Inkster, -( :urrent-
Traditional Rhetoric: Paradigm and Practice.- Freshman Fiudish News
S. no. 3 1\Vinter 1980): 1-4. 13-14. Donald C. Stewart, "( :imposition
l'extbooks and the Assault on Tradition.- College Composition am!
(:mnitionication 29 (1978): 171 -76; and Maxine Ilairstoo. "The Winds of
Change: Thomas Kuhn and Revolution in the Taching of \Wiling.-
College Composition and Communication 33 (19421: We might
speculate that the traditional paradigm is not likely to change either
substantially or quickly unless and mail composition teachers accord
textbooks considerably less status than they presently has e in the teaeli-
ing of writing. lixtiionks, to he sure, are useful for teaching content in
the sense of tchat. lint they are of considerably less value in teaching
content in the sense of how. The reason for this. of course, is that they
can only address how by converting it to what. On this latter issue. see
also \like Rose. "Sophisticated. Inllectivi. BooksThe 1)ismautlimt,
of Process in Composition *texts.- College Composition mul Comuni-
cation 32119tH: 65- 7.1.

25. Witte. Meyer. Miller. and lisigicy. A Nationd Surury of College am/
rnitersity %t'riting I'mgram Directors, pp. 57 -65.

26. :oniposition "Iixtt(inks and Pedagogical Them) , lies iew-Essay.-
College Engiish 43 tI9S1): 393 -4(l9,

27. 1Vonds acknowledges his debt to Barry Kroll, "Des elopmental Persper-

1 0
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t is es and the leaching of Composit Co/h-ge Endish .11 (141h(1 +: 7.1 -
52, tor this term.

2h. titephen Jualy's "The Experimental Approach: Inner %%Mid+ to Outer
liirlds," in Eight Approaches to leaching (:iimpositiou, ed. Timothy R.
1)onovan and lien W. N1(.( 141:410 i Urbana: National Council of-lach-
ers of English, 19tH, pp. 37-51, provides what we think is a good ac-
ount of the 'expressionist- approach %Vont), describes,

29. "The Search I II I 16.1 11 I.-11* Structure .11 ..1W 01C111111)fisilifill,..

College (' !imposition aml Communication 27 ( 1976): 142-47. A some-
what less ambitious. but nonetheless valuable, ti ineation of an limier-
lying structure for teaching composition is found in Caroline I). Ek-
hank and 1)imald C. Stewart, -Inward a Functional Taxonomy of
(:timpsitiou." College Composition mid Conimimication 3(1 1979):
:3:3h -42. Eckhardt and Stewart distinguish between two approaches to
coml osition. one through techniques and one through purposes. This
is essentially a distinction between hon. and why. between means and
i.ricts. between modes and aims. This distinction is built into IYAngelo's
structure. Init'KkhanIt and Stewart stn.+, the primacy of purposes and
oiler a taxonomy of 1111,110S1'S winch (Idlers 111 important was from the
one 101111 111111 IYAngelo's structure.

30. highsh Composition and Rhetoric, rev. American ed. (New York; I).
Appleton, 18901.

31. A Thenr of Disratirw. l ar less thorough treatments. sue his "Basic
Aims of I )iscourse," College Composition and CurnnmMention 20 19691:
297- :313. and his collaborative work with John Q. Cope and J. W.
Campbell, Ann% and Audiences Kendall/ I I unt, 19761. Kin-
was y's theory of disconrse modes is set down in another collaborative
work with Cope aml Campbell. Writing Basic Abides of Organization
(. Dubin pie: Kendall/ 1 I nut. 19761. Richard II. 1 laswell. "'radius of Dis-
course: A Classification tar Student %Vriters. College English 43
1911: 16h- 7S. raises a number of objections 011 iltliagOgkiii gr0110(1% to
Kinnews y's theory of aims and modes. I AT OtIVII. -leachers ( :ow-
posit ion :(nil Needed Research in I )isvotirse Theory.- questions the
basis of Kinneavy's claim that aim or purpose 1s all important.

:32. See leaching the CiiirN of Iliseourse (lio%ton. Boughton, ItHiSI. "A
Structural Curriculum in English." Ilarrard Educational Retitle 3(i
(96(i): 17- 2S, and -A liationale for a New ( in English,- in
Rhetoric: Theories .fu Application. ed. Hobert M. Corm!' (Champaign:
National Council at Tachers of English. 1%7). pp. 1 1 1- 21.

:3:3. See Britton, Burgess. Martin. %fel ad, and Rosen. The 1)erehipent
of tVrititig Abilities i 1/ I amnion. Education 1.ttl. 14751.
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and Britton. "The Composing Processes and the Functions of %Vrit
in Reward, on Composing: Points of Departure.. pp. I3-2h.

:14. See J. A. van Ek with contributions by L. G. AleXMIder, Tlu. Threshold
Level for Modern Language Learning in Schools (1An Longman.
1976).

33. "Theories of Composition and Aetna! Writing," Kansas English 59
(Dec. 1973): 3-17, tor a more recent statement, together with a greater
historical treatment, tied Kinnear y\ -Translating 'theory into Prautice
in Teaching Composition: A Historical and a Contemporary Ve," iu
Classical Rhetoric in Modern Discourse, ed. Robert J. Connors. Lisa
Ede, and Andrea lainsford (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Pr.. in
press).

36. The best modern representative of this approach is Edward P. J. Cor-
ett, Clssical Rhetoric for the Modern Student New York: OxfOrd
Univ. Pr.. 19711. and "A New Look at Old Rhetoric." in Rhetoric: Theo-
ries fur Application. pp. 16-22. See also John II. Nfacklin, Classical
Rhetoric for Modern Discourse: Au Art of Invention. Arrangement. and
Style .for Readers. Speakers, and Writers (New York: Free Pr.. 190),

37. According to Kinneavy. the best modern exemplar of this approaCh is
Francis Christensen, The Christensen Rhetoric Program (Ne York:

harper. 196h1.
3h. See Ken Macrorie, Piling Writing (Rnehelle Park. NJ: Hayden, 19701

and Writing to Re Read (Rochelle Park. NJ: 130etl, 1966).
39. See Carl H. Klaus. Slide in English Prose (Neiv York: Macmillan. 1969).

and Gerald Levin (ed. I. Prose Models (New Birk: Ilaremirt. 1975).
40. See Robert %cher. "Talk-Write; A liehavior'ul Pedagogy kir Composi-

tion." College English, 30 (19691, 267-320. For part of the debate which
ensued from Zoellner's essay, see "On Zellinfrism." College English 30
(1969): 645 -tiS, which contains a number of rpsponses by various hands
to Zoellner's behavioral approach.

41 See Peter Elbow, Writing Without Teachers (lamdint Oxford Univ. Pr..
1973), and Writing with Power: Dchniques for Mastering the Writing
Process (Oxfnrd: Oxfrd Univ. Pr.. 1981) and "A Method tiff Teaching
Writing." College English, 30 (196fii). 115-25. William J. Coles, Jr., and
his disciples should also he included within this class. See Coles, "The
Beaching of Writing as Writing." College English 29 (1967): 111 -16, and

The Plural 1: The 'teaching of Writing (New York: link, 1975), as well as
Kenneth Dowst, "The Epistemie Approach: Writing. Knowing, and
Learning," in Eight Approaehes to kaching Composition, pp. 37-51.
Also a champion of' the "Learning.by Doing" method is James Moffett,
Ruching the Unicerse of Discourse. esp. chap. 6. pp. 185-210.

42. See Notes linear(' a New Rhetoric: Six Essays fur Teachers (NUM.' York:

1 w;
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Harper. 196S1. Sonn of the curricular and instructional variables in-
s01.141 in generative rhetoric are discussed in Norton Ainghorn, Lester
Faigley, and Thomas Clemens. A Syntactic .Approach to College Writ-
ing: An Analysis of Theory and Oet (Grand Iiirks: Univ. of North Da.
kota Study Catnip nu Evaluation. 191l.

B. For illustration. see Francis. Christensen. The Christensen Rhetoric
Program: linnniejean Christensen. The Christensen Method iNew
York: Harper. 1979' Francis and Ihmniejean Christensen. A New Rhto-
ric (New York: limper. 19761. and Susan Wittig. Steps to Structure.

44. linger W Shur. "A Holisti View of Language." Research in the Mich-
ing of English IS (19S11: 101-11.

45. For example. Andrea 1,1111.14d. -Cognitive Development and the Basic
Writer."

Mi. Bruce li. Joyce and M Weil, model.; of kaching (nglewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall. 19791. See also Joyce's SMIlIttar Statelttnt. "A Problem
of Categories: (lassiying Approaches to 'leaching." Journal of Educa-
tion 160 Aug. 19710: 67-95. Joyce contends that two problems, one lin-
guistic and one conceptual ailed discussions of teaching adversely. The
first problem is that the term teaching is often used in an undifferenti-
ated way, and the second is that scholarthip on teaching is based on
-value orientations which masquerade in unaivtie dress,"

(7. See. for example. the essays collected in I'. L. Peterson and 11. J.
Walberg leds.1. Research on aching ( Berkeley. SlCutchan. 19791.

4S. Eli/abeth Ntel'herson, -Composition." in The 'H'a'lting of English. the
title Yearbook of the National Society for the Study ofEducation. pt. I.

ed. James R. Squire (Chicago: National Society for the Study of Eihica-
Win. 197). pp. 175 -$$.

19. On this matter. see John Dixon. Growth in English (New York: Oslinal
Univ. Pr., 1967).

50. See Donald SI. Slurry. A Writer kachrs Writing: A Practira/ Method
of aching Composition (Boston: Houghton. 1965). Thomas Carnielli.
-The %Vriting Conference: A One-to-One Conversation.- in Eight Ap-
poaches to Teaching Composition. pp. 101- 31. See also Charles It
Duke. "The Student Centered Contr.e and the Writing Process."
English Journal 61 (Dec. 19751: 44-47.

51. iirr a definition of the t-onferencing metluxl, a discussion of the as-
sumptions underlying the approach, and a discussion of the teacher's
role, see Carnicelli. Writing Conference: A One-to-One Conver-
sation. pp. 102-19. Although the conferenving method has received a
great deal of attention, knowledge of how and why it works remains
largely anecdotal in. nature. As far as we know. only one researcher
Sarah W Freedmanis presently trying to extend knowledge beyond
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the level of the anecdotal. See her "Eta Inat Um in the Writing Con-
ference: An Interartive Process." in Seh'uted Patters from the /951 li.vits
\Vrititig Research Conference. pp. 6-96

.)(-1.. Roger Garnson. "One to One: Tutorial Instruction in Freshman Com.
position. in Neu. /)ircctionv for Cgtileach ;San Francisco.

jossey-liass, 197-11, pp, 55-S3.
53. See Kenneth Lindley. "The lirookIsil Pin, Attaining Intellectual

Growth through Peer-Group Tutoring. Liberal Education 61 i19751;
.147-65, and his "Ctillaborative Learning: Sonic Practical
Co//cge Eng/ish 34 (19731. 61.1-43. For other treatments of collabora
fire learning and the list. of peer groups, set. Thom Ilasskins. Group-
Inquiry 'Techniques fin. Teaching %Vriting (Urbana: National Council of
Tt.adiers of English and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and ( :lin-
mimic:Ilion Skills. 1976). and "Intimacy and Autlience The Relation-
ship lietwl-en Itevision and the Social Dimensions of Peri Tntoring.
College higits/1 12 (1950): 61-fisi, and Ilichard Gebhardt, '"I'vainwork
and Peedback: Broadening the Bast. of Collaboratise Vriting, ollegy
Etig/isit .42 (1950): 69-7.1. Also rel.-sant are Neil ni, is Atm
(Eon and Peer ( ;ratling, Eng/i sh Jon rtud 64 ( Mar. 1975). 79 -51). Allan A.
Gliitthorn. 1,:ooperatt- and Create: Teaching riting Through Small
Gronps1- 1...#1g/is/I journal 62 (I)e. 197:1). 1274-75, and Theodore W.
Hippie. "The Grader's Ilelpers--(:olleagues. Peers. and Scorecards."
Eri);/isli /mama/ 61 ( \lay 1972): 690 -9 :3.

54. Witte, Meyer, and Miller. in ational Surrey of Col/cee mu/ I 'nicer-
sity Teachers' of IVriting. report that the use of peer tutoring, con-
!eremitic, and collaborative learning were the instructional methods
most often named as the most successful aspects of the teaching of a
national sample of the best toilette and imisersity %%riling teachers in
the country.

55. There is available a hotly of literature on the obsers (Ilion and descrip-
tion of instmt For eiimple, see Arno Bellak, The Laniviii!.!e of the
Clas.srooni (Nov York, Teachers College Pr., 1966). Gary I). florid', I).
Ala litx. (:. 1.. Kock, and M. Past.olle. "Cons urgent and 1)iscriminant
\'alitlity of Five Classroom Observation Systems: Testing and \lotlel-
Mg." journal of Educational Psychology7n 197,1): 119 - 27, W. W. ( :ooley
and (;, lainhardt. "The Instructimull 1)imensions Study." Educational
Evaluation and Policy Ana/ysis 2 (1950): 7- 25. M. J. ihnikin amid B. J.
Biddle. The Study (0eaching i New York: Hull, 197.11, Ned A. Flanders.
"Interaction Analysis in the Classroom: A \humid lir ()kers ers."
/Errors fur Behatior, eds. Anita Simon and E. Gil Boyer (Philadel-
phia: Research for Better Schools, 1967), John \\Allan. W \V. Lewis,
and John \I. Newell. -Classroom Communication Observational ( :ate-
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gories." in Mirrors for Behavior, eds. Anita Simon and E. Gil Boyer
(Philadelphia: Research for Better Schools. 1967): and several (pithy es-
says anthologized in Jason Millman (ed. ). Ham/honk of lilicher Ealua-
tion (Beverly Hilly Sage in cooperation with the National Council on
Educational Measurement, 1981).

56. On such practices, see, kir example. Joseph J. Comprone. "Tie Uses of
Media in Teaching Composition," in Teaching Cinnposition°10 Bibliu-
graphical Essays, (%I. Gary Tate (Fort %%bah: Texas Christian Univ. Pr.,
1976), pp. 169-95.

57. On this matter.. see the review of Computer Assisted Instructional
(CAI) programs in Hugh L. Burns's "Stimulating Rhetorical Invention
Through Computer Assisted Instruction.** (Ph. D. diss.. Univ. of Texas
at Austin. 1979). Kir an accessible account of Burns's use of CAI in teach-
ing invention. see Hugh L. Burns and George II. Culp, "Stimulating
Invention in English Composition Through Computer-Assisted Instruc-
tion." Edna:Mai/ Thchnotogy 20, no. 8 (Aug. 1980): 5-10. For an in
dication of how different media can be used to stimulate writing, see
Harvey S. Wiener. "Media Composition: Preludes to Writing," College
English :35 (1974): 566-74. and Joseph Comprone, "Using Painting.
Photography and Film to Teach Narration." College English 35 (1973):
174-78. Also relevant is Don M. Wolfe's Creatie Ways to Mach En-
glish (New York: Odyssey, 1966). If the speculations of Jim Bencivenga.
"Electronic Editing as a Tool" English Journal 71 (Jan. 1982): 91-92,
are ever implemented on a wide scale, evaluators will also have to deal

. with the effects of text processing equipment on writing.
58. For a comprehensive review of the releVant literature, see Lester Faigley

and Anna Skinner, Writers Processes and Writers' Knowledge: A Re-
rim of Research. FIPSE Grant G0(18005896, Technical Report no. 6
(Austin: Writing Program Assessment Office, Univ. of Texas, 1982).

59. Michael Scriven, "Goal Free Evaluation," in School Evaluation. ed.
Ernest H. House (Berkeley: MiCutchan. 1973): "The Pros and Cons
abut Coal Free Evaluation," Education Comment 3 (1972): 1-4.

60. Evaluating with Validity, p. 30.
61. "Coal Free Evaluation," p. 321.
62. "Evaluation Bias and Its Control," in Era/nation Studies Review An-

nual. vol. 1, ed. G. V. Glass (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1976). However, in
Scriven's recent work on evaluating composition instruction, he clues
not advocate a goal-free approach to evaluation. In fact, Scriven's state-
ments on goal-free evaluation are not even referenced in the bibliogra-
phy. See Davis, Scriven, and Thomas, The Evaluation of Composition
Instruction.

63. See Stephen P Witte, Roger D. Cherry, and Paul R. Meyer. The Goals
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Of Freshman Writing Programs as Perceived by a National Sample of
College and University Writing Program pirectory and Teachers. FIPSE
Grant GMS005896, Technical Report nit. 5 (Austin: Writing Program
Assessment Office, Univ. of Texas, 1952), ERIC. t)oc. no. El) 216 395,
esp. pp. 6-7.

64, Sec Witte, Cherry, and Meyer. The Goals of Freshman Writing Pro-
grams, p. 29.

65. Faigley, Miller, Meyer, and Witte. Writing after College: A Stratified
Survey of the Writing of College-Trained People. pp. 32-34.

66. A. M. Weinberg, Reflections on Rig Science (Cambridge, MA: M.I.T
Pr., 1967). The passage is quoted from Coral] Uccle, "Experts' Judge-
ments as Evaluation Data," in Handbook of Curriculum Evaluation,
p.

67. W. A. Scott, "Reliability of Content Analysis: The Case of Nominal
Scale Coding," Public Opinion Quarterly 19 (1955: 321 25.

65. A. Kaplan, A. L. !Skogstad, and M. A. Cirshick, "The Prediction of So-
cial anu Technological Events," Public Opinion Quarterly 14 (1950):
93-110; A. E Rasp, "Delphi: A Strategy for Decision ImplemPntation,"
Educational Planning 1(1974): 42-47.

69. Benjamin S. Bloom, Max D. Engelhart, Edward J. Furst, Walker II.
Hill, and David R. Krathwohl, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.
Handbook I: Cognitive Donwin (New York: David McKay. 1956).

70. David R. Krathwohl, Benjamin S. Bloom, and Bertram B. Masia, Tax-
onomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook II: Affective Domain (New
York: David McKay, 1956).

71. Anita HarrowA Taxonomy of the Psychomotor Domain (New York:
David McKay, 1972).

72. Such an assumption may, however, be an ill-tbunded mw. Although
many composition teachers scoff at the suggestion that the physical act
of writing words on paper may give sonic composition students prob-
lems, there is some evidence that some developmental students have
not developed that skill. See Shaughnessy. Errors and Expectations.

73. Chew lbw Yow, "Evaluation at the Planning Stage." in Handbook of
Curriculum Evalotion, p. 65.

74, Robert Gagne, The Conditions of Learning, 2d ed. (New York: Holt,
1970).

75. Lev Semenovich Vygotsky, Language and Thought. ed. and trans.
Eugenia liauiMann and Gertrude Vakar (Cambridge, MA: M.I.T. Pr.,
1962). esp. pp. 59-69.

76. Jean Piaget, Six Psychological Studies (New York: Random, 1967); Judg-
ment and Reasoning in the Child (London: Kegan Paul, 1928), and The
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Language and Thought of the Child (New York: New Ainerican Li-
brary, 1978).

77. Nonni Chomsky. Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Cambridge. MA:
M.1.T. Pr., 1965). Not all students of language accept this dichotomy.
One of the sharpest critics of the competence-perfOrmance distinction
is M. A. K. Halliday. See particularly chap. 2 of his Language as a So-
cial Semiotic: The Social Interpretation 'of Meaning (Baltimore: Univ.
Park Pr., 1978).

78. It needs to be pointed oirt that neither the NAEP nor ETS has ever
conducted assessments without the advice of "composition experts."
The list of advisors to NAKP and the College Entrance Examination
Board, the parent organization of ETS, often reads like a "Who's Who
in Composition" in American colleges and universities. The point is
that while members of the profession frequently criticize these groups,
much of their work reflects the advice given by discipline experts from
across the country.

79. For a discussion of these issues, see Hunter M. Breland and Judith L.
Gaynor, "A Comparison of Direct and Indirect Assessments of Writing
Skills," Journal of Educational Measurement 16 (1979): 119-28.

80. See, for example, Lee Odell and Charles R. Cooper, "Procedures for
Evaluating Writing: Assumptions and Needed Research." College En-
glish 42 09801: 35-43; Odell. "Defining and Assessing Competence in
Writing."

81. NA1 P. Writing Achierement, 1969 - 79: Results from the Third National
Writing Assessment, Volume 111 --9 -Year -Olds, p. 21.

82. Evidence of how experienced writers compose appears in several es-
says by Linda Flower and John R. Hayes: The Cognition of Discovery:
Defining a Rhetorical Problem." College Composition and Communi-
ration 31 (1980): 21-32; "A Cognitive Process Theory of Writing." Col-
lege Composition and Communication 32 (1981): 365-87; "The Preg-
nant Pause: A.. Inquiry into the Nature of Planning." Research in the
Teaching of English 15 09811: 229-44. See also, Nancy 1. Sommers,
"Revision Strategies of Student Writers and Experienced Adult Writ-
ers," College Composition and Communication 31 (1980): 378-88, and
Lester Faigley and Stephen Witte, "Analyzing Revision," College Com-
position and Communication 32 (1981): 400 -14.

83. Witte, Meyer, and Miller, A ,rational Survey of College and University
Teachers of Writing.

84. See John A. Daly and Michael D. Miller, "Further Studies in Writing
Apprehension: SAT Scores, Success Expectations, Willingness to Take
Advanced Courses, and Sex Differences," Research in the Teaching of
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English 9 (1975). 250-56: Daly and Wayne Shan't). "Writing Apprehm-

Sion and Occupational Choice," Journal of Occupational Psychology 49

(1976): 55-56: Daly and Shawn, "Academic Decisions as a Function of
Writing Apprehension," Research in the Duelling of English 12 (1978):

119-26.

4.. Accommodating Context and Change in Writing Program
Evaluation

1. Edward Suchniam, Eraluatire Research (New York: Russell Sage Foun-

dation. 19671, p. 143.
2. It seems to us that, for example, Richard parson's C(VC Committee on

Teaching and Its Evaluation in Composition was fOrmed primarily in

response to questions about the validity of the conclusions drawn from
extant materials and procedures on evaluating composition instruction.
Kir the committee's most recent statement. see "Evaluating Instruc-

tion in Composition: Approaches and Instruments." The CCCC Re-
.search Committee's interest in the present monograph represents a
similar response.

3. See. for example, John Mann. "The Outcome of Evaluation Research,"
in Evaluating Action Programs: Readings in Social Action and Educa-

tion (Boston: Allyn & Bacon. 1972), p. 176.
4. On the educational backgrounds of college and university teachers of

writing, see Witte, Meyer. and Miller. A National Surrey of College

and University Teachers of It'riting.
5. Eisner. "On the Difference Between Scientific and Artistic Approaches

to Qualitative Research," Educational Researcher 10, no. 4 (Apr. 1981):

7. See also his "On the Use of Educational Connoisseurship and Criti-

cism for Evaluating Classroom 1.ife." Teacher~ College Record 78 (1977):

345-58, and his Eilueationa/ Imagination: On the Design and Eralua-

thin of School Programs (New York: Macmillan, 1979).

6. Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, "Experimental and Quasi -
Experimental Designs fOr Research in leaching," in Handbook of Re-

search on Teaching, ed. Nathaniel I.. Gage (Chicago: Rand McNally,

1963), p. 177. This Campbell and Stanley article was later reprinted as a

monograph. Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs fir Re-

search (Chicago; Rand McNally, 1966).
7. Peter IL Rossi and Sonia R. Wright, "Evaluation Research: An

Assessment of Theory, Practice, and Politics." Eraluation Quarterly 1

(1977): 13.
S. See his "Qualitative knowing in Action Research." Paper presented at
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the Annual Meeting of the American Psychological Association, New
Orleans, 1974.

9. Lee J. Cronbwh, "Beyond the Two Disciplines of Scientific Psychol-
ogy,- American Psychologist :30 (1975): 116-27.

10. Stephen Keininis, -Idling It Like It is: The Problem of Slaking a.Por-
trayal of an Education Program," in Curriculum Handbook: Admin-
istration and Theory. vol. 2. ed. Louis Rubin (Boston: Allyn & Bacon,
19771, p. 359.

11. Michael. Quinn Patton. I Itifization-hicused Era/nation (Beverly Ili Ils:
Sage, 19781, pp. 203-4, 207. The passage is quoted from Patton, Quali-
tative Evaluation Methods, p. 19.

12. See, for example. Lee S. Shulman. "Disciplines of Inquiry in Educa-
tion: An Overview," Educational Researcher 10 I.juneljuly. 19811: 5-12,
2.3, and Eisner. "On the Difference Between Scientific and Artistic Ap-
proaches to Qualitative Research."

13. See Cronbach. "Beyond the Two Disciplines of Scientific Psychology":
and Patton, Qualitative Evaluation Methods. pp. 19-20.

14. Patton. Qualitative Evaluation Methods, p. 207.
15. Qualitative Evaluation Methods. p. 20. The same position is also taken

by David 1.. Smith and Barry J. Fraser in -Inwards a Confluence of
Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches to Curriculum Evaluation-
Journal of Curriculum Studies 12 (19801: 367-70.

16. Albert H. Kitinaber, Themes, Theories, and Therapy: The Paching of
College Writing (New York: Mc 196:31.

17. "A Proposal for the Abolition of Freshman English. As It Is Now Com-
monly Taught, from the College Curriulum," College English 21 (Apr.
1961): 361-67. A similar proposal was offered earlier by Oscar Camp-.
bell, "The Failure of Freshman English,- English journal 28 (1939):.:
177-8.5. Rice's proposal was reiterated by Katherine Bullard. -Aca-
demic Boondoggle," College English 25 (Feb. 19641: 373-75: and even
more recently by Frederick Beckett. College Composition: The
Course Where a Student Doesn't Learn to Write (Bruce, MS: Calculi
Pr., 19741.

18. Harvey Brent, "Review of The Survival of the 60s: Critical '!lynching,"
College English 43 (Dec. 19811: 834.

19. Faigley. Miller, Meyer, and Witte, Writing after College: A Stratified
Surrey of the Writing of College-Trained People.

20. We quote directly from Freedom and Discipline in English: Report of
the Commission on English (New York: College Entrance Examination
Board, 19661, p. 81, a passage that exposes the commission's ignorance
of the complexity and the frequency of writing after college:
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"V.

Caught between the reluctance to expose himself and indifference to
subjects on which he really does not have anything he wants very notch
to say. the student may reasonably be inclined to argue that coposi-
tion is a waste of time. Ile can point Out that, whatever they say to the
contrary. men rise to the top in commerce and industry who express
themselves almost entirely by spoken words or in the limited written
language of a science or technology; that it is perfectly possible to achieve
high places in political and even diplomatic life without writing any-
thing more complicated than factual reports. . . He is likely to know.
moreover, that most prominent and busy men have "writers xyho com-
pose for them. and he may even consider the plagiarizing of printed
matter or of another ;student s essay not much difier.nt from reading
aloud in public as ones own what someone else has actually written. Ile
knows certainly that the world's business in these days is done largely
by telephones and tape recorders, in conversations and conferences. in
dictated memorandums and directives.

21: ',Peters; "Writing Across the Curriculu." reports that 122 writing-
1:ross-the-curriculum programs have been identified in American col-
leges and universities.

22. Evidence fOr many of these developments appears in Witte. Meyer.
Miller, and Faigley, A National Surrey of College and University Writ-

Ning Program Directors and in Witte. Meyer, and Miller, A National
Survey of College and University Pachers of Writing.\23. Sc ends C HConned %Inrking Paper Number Three (lAmdon: tier Majesty's
Stab ery Office, 196.5). This report is discussed in Peters. "Writing
Across,the Curriculum."

24. The Development of Writing Abilities (11-18).
25. For overviews of different approaches. see.' for example, Daniel I. Stuflie-

beam. W J. Foley, W J. Gephart. E. (:. Cuba. H. 1). Hammond, and
M. M. Provos, Educational Evaluation and Decision-Making (Itasca,
IL: Peacock, 19711, esp. pp. 9 -16: Worthen and Sanders, Educational
Evaluation: Theory and Practice: Popham. Educational Evaluation;
Paul 11. Dressler. Hand' lok of Academic Evaluation (San Francisco:
jossey-Bass, 1976). pp. I- Robert E. Stake, Evaluating Educational
Programmes: The Need ahhe Response; Lewy, "The Nature of Cur-
riculum Evaluation," pp. 10-14; Don E. Gardner. "Five Evaluation
Frameworks: Implications for Decision Making in Higher Education,"
pp. 571-93: and House, Evaluating with Vatidity. pp. 21-43.
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Composition

To establish the issues college writing program evaluators must
consider, Witte and Faigley review four major evaluation studies
conducted at the University of Northern Iowa, the University of
California San Diego, Miatri University, and the University of
Texas.

In each instance they subject the study to 'a series of questions
that probe every aspect of theory, pedagogy, and research: What do
we presently know? What assumptions are we making and how do
those assumptions limit our knowledge? Are those limitations
necessary or desirable? What do we still need to know? Such
questions demand much of program evaluators, who cannot evade
additional difficult questions as they evaluate a writing program.
"Do we, in fact, have a writing program?" "Do the instructors
conducting the writing classes share common assumptions that are
reflected in their assignments, evaluative procedures, teaching
procedures, and course content?" "How stable will the program
prove to he over time?" Will the writing program have 3 lasting
effect?" "Do students leave the program with increased confidence
in their ability to write?"

As Witte and Faigley urge program evaluators to pose these
questions, they also bring a new comprehensive conceptual
framework that both necessitates such queries and provides an
opportunity to answer them.

Stephen P Witte and Lester Faigley teach in the Department of
Englisliat the University of Texas at Austin. Witte and Faigley teach
courses in writing, the teaching of writing, discourse-analysis;
research design, and rhetorical theory. Both have published
extensively on discourse features, composing, writing pedagogy,
writing evaluation, and literature. Their work has appeared in such
journals as College Composition and Communication, College
English, Research in the Teaching of English, Freshman English
News, Journal of Educational Research, Papers on Language and
Literature, Journal of Popular Film, American Benedictine Review,
and Explicator and in several edited volumes.
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